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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY, MARCH 7, 1913.
FIFTY MEN ARE

APPROPRIATION BILL

shore for miles around.
Just before the explosion

a

CAN A WOMAN

tiny

NO. 21

!'l'VVii-l-

INDIANS TAKING TO

wisp of smoke was seen by a seaman
working in the head of the vessel, lie
Aave the alarm and fourteen of the
British boat's crew jumped into a
launch and headed away from the;
ship before the blast came.
LIKE AN EARTHQUAKE.
Philadelphia, March 7. The dyna-- i
was1
mite explosion near Baltimore
remarkable for the great distance h.v
shock of the blast was felt. At Coaro
FIFTY MORE ARE WOUNDED WHEN
ill, the windows of the higl H,.h,oi..YESi
p AT HOME" SAYS PRESI-- i
rattled. The shock was f
EXPLODE
DURING Philadelphia navy yard
340 TONS
in Read'ng
DENT OF SEARS
ROEBUCK
CO.,
YUMA TRIBE ALREADY DONNING PAINT, AND YAQUIS WILL FOLLOW SUIT'
100 miles from Baltimore;
PRELIMINARY DRAFT OF THE PORK BARREL MEASURE CUTS OUT STATE
in
TRANSFER
FROM A BARGE TO nearly
WHICH
EMPLOYS
WOMEN
4732
a number of cities in southeast. ni
GOVTO REPEL FEDERALS WHO SEEK TO
PUT DOWN DISTURBANCES
IN
POLICE, BUREAU OF IMMIGRATION AND LEGAL ADVISER TO THE
in New Jersey as fat
Pennsylvania;
STEAMER IN HARBOR
AND GIRLS IN CHICAGO.
Atlantic
ii.s
City.
SONORA.
REBELS ATTACK A THEATRE)
ERNOR.$12,000 DEFICIT AT AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE PROVIDED FOR
Many say the tremor was so flu
thiol as to cause the people to be
SHOCK IS FELT
VICE COMMITTEE
l.eve an earthquake had occurred.
AFFECTS LEGISLATURE.
100 MILES AWAY
IS INVESTIGATING GENERAL TREVINO IS LOYAL TO
MEMBERS SPEND MANY HOURS
The shock interrupted the proceed-ings of the lower house of the l!a-Dover, the speak- r
THE HUERTA GOVERNMENT
PERUSING PROVISIONS OF ACT
jjlware legislature atmere
7.
.March
Chicago, 111.,
Leading
uau just De-remarking mat
THE DISASTER.
merchants of Chicago were called beThree hundred and fortv tons Vrn earthquake."
fore the state senate's vice investiga
ine luuusou nieamsnip company,
of dynamite explode in Baltimore
committee today in an endeavor
tion
re-- !
agents for the Alutn Chine, received to ascertain the relations
San Luis Potosi, Mex., March 7.
quiet, but it is expected will assist
Harbor, with the following
The tentative draft ot the big appro- stitution voted on at the 1912 election,
of low wages
& message from their agents in Haiti-- !
rebel prisoners,
the revolting state authorities against
f
i.500.
suits:
Eighteen
including
was
last
finished
un-to
bill
women
to
nigln
vices
of
the
the
paid
priation
more saying that thf vessel had blown
Provided, that after said bills forj
Fifty are killed,
dervvorld.
It is asserted by IJentcn-- j Miguel Acosta, treasurer for Fran- any intrusion of federal soldiers. A
after a session of the senate commit publication have been paid by the sce-:
nui mai no oeiaus were onrain- up
a previous revo-- i band of Yuma Indians has appeared
cisco
Madero
wounded
Over
during
fifty
,
e
nut
,,.,,
l
Governor Barratt O'Hara that in!
i
able. The ship was no where in
Tee on nnance uau wui keu iui 1"!,c'a' rptary of state, the balance left of;
were brought here today from north of Empalme apparently on the
Shock is felt 100 mile? away.
alone 50,000 women are em- lution,
Bight after the explosion, according Chicago
war path. The expected attacks at
Showers of pieces of wrecked
hours putting on the final touches.
e&a appropriation of $1,500 shall be
the north.
a
at
or
of
a
week
$5.00
ployed
wage
to the message.
vessel fell for miles around
Acosta rebelled in response to a Agua Prieta, opposite this point, ami
Primarily, the bill is noticeable for,, used by him tor contingent expenses
less.
The ship, a small tramp of 1,77
Bits of steel hurled i miles
call from Carranza but was captured Nogales and Naco, Sonoia, did not deleaving out the Bureau of Immigra-- in his office during the present year;
Julius Bosenwald,
president of by Colonel Barbosa and a detachment velop during the night. Some excitetons gross burden, was owned by the
away.
tion, the legal adviser to the governor said appropriation to be made avail- Alum Chine Steamship company of Sears, Roebuck & Company, referring' of federal troops.
In Philadelphia people thought
During his brief ment was caused here when a constirnd the state mounted police, fo ' able at once.
to notes, testilied that the;
inwas
it
an
Cardiff, Wales. She left New York repeatedly
some
of
career, as a follower ol Carran.a. he tutionalist spy escaped over the line
deficit
$12,000
a
AUDITOR.
earthquake.
STATE
taking up
47:!:.'
women
and
company
employs
i
The explosion interrupted Debt- - N for Baltimore- February 26, .arriving
succeeded in raising 15,000 pesos to followed by a fusillade from the Mexcurred by the Agricultural college at
Salary of state auditor, $;!,000.
ware legislature.
March 1. She expected to sail today girls whose average wage is $0.12 a assist the Carranza campaign.
funds
ican troops patrolling out of Agua.
Mesilla Park and, providing
Salary of chief clerk, $1,500.
The
week.
lowest salary of $5.00 is
The cause of the accident not
for Colon with a load of dynamite to
Prieta. He was held by the Ninth,
MADERO A REFUGEE,
amounting to $8,7:18.36 for taking ove"
Salary of voucher clerk, $1,2U0.
7.
be used for government work on the given to girls of 10 years of age, the
Fraiicisc.i cavalry patrol but later released.
New York, March
yet known.
the gun sheds of battery "A'' at Ros
For printing and miscellaneous ex-- I
witness stated.
After three months
The dynamite was to be ship- Panama canal.
well.
Madero, father of the late president
DEFIANT ATTITUDE.
penses, $000.
they are advanced to $5.50. The com- lot Mexico, arrived hero today
to
Panama
on
use
for
canal
St. Vincent's hospital, this city, re
ped
BALTIMORE.
1).
SHAKES
STATE TREASURER.
'Washington,
('., March 7.
who
hires
at
live
pany
only girls
work.
He wis accom-Havana, a refugee.
ceives $u,(j00 and tne orpnanage ?iu.one of the northern border states
of state treasurer, $3,000.'
Md., March ".People at home. The concern
Baltimore,
Salary
1
,mh1
employs I05 girls panted by a son, Ernesto.
the of Mexico, continues in a defiant at000. Appropriations are made for var-first thought an earthquake had o.i and women who receive
Salary of clerk, $1,500.
less than $S,00 Matter's wife and family .. Tie wido-ious other Institutions, among them
at
titude toward the Huerta government.
school
house
A
curred.
$HO0.
of
additional
Sparrow
clerk,
Salary
a week.
7. Three
of the late president, renriined in1 The consul at Ifermosillo
Baltimore, Id March
being some $60,000 for the state prison
To be available on and after March
Point, several miles from the scent
reports con- Rosen
a
broad
wald,
shouldered,
Havana.
here, including small appropriations l.i, 101.!, at the rate of $75 per month nuimreu aim lorty ions oi dynamite iof (Me explosion .was nartlv destroyed
siderable excitement there.
i
U..
clad
i.,u'.4,itir,n
j
man, peered
The Maderos reached here on the
Balintently
i
Rebel bands are approaching Aca-- j
and several children hurt. Baltimore quietly
jor m.pruveiue.ua
the remainder of the Hist fiscal exploded this morning in lower
timore harbor, killing about fifty and irself was shaken as if by a powerful through heavy lenses at his interroga-- j steamship Mexico and will remain r, pulco, pillaging the countryside.
The bill, as at present drawn, will during
They
'
be introduced in the senate some time
wounding as many more, many of trembling of the earth, and tall build tors, the youthful lieutenant governor the city for an Indefinite period. On' demand a large money payment for
For printing and miscellaneous ex-- them
the
the
In.tn.. T to rnatrTnnrv tn
same
were
about
othei
the
vessel
From
si
evincing
Interest.,
greatest
i'y
fatally.
ii.gs in the center of the city roekel
surrendering their arms. An armed
mm mittee. P'lSeS, $ 1,400.
tn
tha
time to time he remarked:
The explosive was being transfer- perceptibly.
i.v
niv, finonfa
(refugees from Mexico, less vitally cvi-- j band which appeared in Acapulco
iinranui
Provided, that out of the last item red from
in
oerned
the
QiiYiiinr aHitn liiiH hppn inken in the
Mr.
recent
events
there,
Miller can tell," and
a barge to the British
"Perhaps
spread panic through a theater, and
HURLED FOUR MILES.
commissions due to
House in the past and after the bills shall be paid all
turned to peer into the audience.
Among others, was John K. Turnei,! many persons fleeing from the build-- I
steamer Alum Chine, when it went
to
th.i
hurried
of
vessels
fecal
Scores
agents,
a writer wno was imprisoned juo'
have been worked over, they have
off from a cause as yet unknown. The
MILLER IS CALLED.
and other public buildings were
to render all aid
ATTORNEY GENERAL,
before the downfall of Madero, but Ing
teen sent t oconfereuee and passed
men killed were members
of the scene' of the disaster
CI. If. Miller was
ob
from
injured.
dragged
so
was
of attorney general, $4,i)tMi.
could.
The
sen-explosion
they
Salary
who
the
of
hours
the
escaped.
crews
closing
of
steamer
and
the
the
during
RAIN INTERFERES.
barge powerful that pieces of steel weighini; ncurity, sworn and given a seat beside
Salary of assistant attorney gen- - vessels moored nearby.
s;on
REBELS ARE BUSY.
Miller Is superintendent
were hurled through Lie hosenwald.
Mex., March 7. General
Monterey,
fifty
poinds
This measure is one in which thfljeral, $1,800.
The Chine and tho barge, together
V.
With Geronimo Trevino, provisional gov-- !
lit employment at Sears Roebuck &
Douglas, Ariz., March
Cases
miles.
a
for
of
four
air
distance
and
of
veto
clerks,
to
stenographers
Salary
governor Is given the power
with the tug Atlantic, and the naval
Huerta troops evidently in control at ernor of the state of Nuevo Leon, re- -j
of dynamite were thrown for a grea Company.
$1,800.
any section or clause.
collier Jason, were either completely
on the California gulf, the ceived a
at
testified
he
Roseuwald
was
Guaymas
that
from
and
Chine
distance
the
exploded
telegram today from Carran-For miscellaneous expenses, $1,800. destroyed or very seriously damaged.
One item of particular interest 'n
rebels continue mob- - za, rebel governor of Coahuila, invit-- j
constitutionalist
one
time
of
chairman
the
vice
to
as
the
Chicago
fell,
adding
damago
they
the bill Is an appropriation of $6,000 TRAVELING AUDIOR AND BANK
Readas
as
was
shock
felt
The
far
The
an in- - "Nation today at Hermosillo.
and destruction.
commission, which conducted
ing him to join in the revolution
EXAMINER.
for sheriffs to pay actual traveling ex
ing, Pa., 100 miles from Baltimore. It
of vice conditions in this Southern Pacific railway wires below 'against the new administration.
vestigation
as
were
removed
The
speed-to
and
bank
state
auditor
in
injured
Salary traveling
conveying prisoners
penses
was recorded also at Atlantic City.
General Trevino expressed indigna-- I
dock1 city. A portion of this report was the border are censored both by the
prison. Sheriffs on such duty are au-- examiner; $:!,000
Pitiful scenes were enacted on the ily as possible to this city.was-The
federals at the gulf port and the reb- - tion at the receipt of the message and
a"
scene
suppressed by the committee.
where
disembarked
to
additional
they
of
thorized under this measure
employ
assistant, Broa3vay wharf when the tugs
Salary
It appears refused to reply.
He afterward Is- "Did not your company within the els at "1" Mlate 'apital.
nfnnthntinpfrrirtiinthpniirtnfwninr.il!
nec'eBsary guards and the necessity is
ing the dead and injured arrived and
ulu ieiei,uipii was hul ul
sued a statement, declaring emphatic-name- s
th
to
j lust few years conduct a private
learn
children,
seeking
to be determined by the judge of the
of
$1.51)3.
chilclerk,
women
Hundreds
and
of
Salary
(there.
for the any his loyalty to the Huerta gov- of the dead "d to identify t:ie vestigai ion to ascertain the minimum onlv temporarily grounded
district court in that sheriff's county.
For contingent and traveling ex-- j drcn whose husbands
and fathers
ot uie censors.
to sup1Tt..itjct)!lveH,ellce
4 eminent.
for
wounded.
a
wage
girl
necessary
Some appropriation clauses in the penses, $2,300.
work on the water, crying and wiing"I will never be disloyal to the
herself without assistance?" asked u- A s- wireless message today from the
bill are left blank, BUbject to action
FIRST REPORT.
For printing and miscellaneous ex- jng their hands, begged to be allowed
at
cnlit!er
Colorado
Guaymas gal government of Mexico," he said.
ct the senate, the committee having penses, $1,00:).
to see if any of their men folks were
Baltimore, Md., March 7. An exploThis appears to put an end to ruin-b"I doii't recall there may have been, sai1 that ,,le rilihva' remains open to
failed to agree on amounts.
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC IN-- , among the victims.
Nearly fifty of sion of dynamite, far reaching and distrains 0rs that Trevino was inclined to join
I don't remember just now. Per-- tne H0U,h uml t,mt
Some of the provisions are:
STRUCTION.
the injured were landed here. Some astrous in its results, occurred In the
are ueing run uy uie government. j the revolt because ot the killing of
"
hiinu Mi- - Miilur
Interest on bonded Indebtedness,
Salary of superintendent of public iof them were able to walk to their lower harbor of Baltimore this morn11
'
the late President Madero, who was
' nfc! 1
the
'""
entered
The
latter
$S7,6S0; interest on certificate of in- instruction, $3,000.
promptly
homes, unassisted, but the bulk of ing, when more than 300 tons of the
.
his kinsman by marriage.
invest!-- ' niain at tlle u'"'' where a large Araeran
such
nn.l
debtedness, 1909, $2,340; payment ou
h,ech
Salary of assistant superintendent them were taken to the hospitals. explosive, being loaded on board the
The Anieri
ican colony is located.
TAPIA SURRENDERS.
jrlnciple, $22,500; interest on certiti of public instruction, $2,000.
Some of the injured were taken to British steamer Alum Chine blew up. gation had been held by a commit- can consul at Hermosillo today sucMexico City, March 7. Rafael
cate of indebtedness, 1912, $12,000;
heads.
of
tee
composed
department
of
Point.
the
at
chief
$1,500.
clerk,
Sparrows
in getting through a code
Salary
hospitals
The known dead number seven. Of
an olllcer of the rural guards, who
of principle, 1612, $40,000.
The committee reported the mini- ceeded
MANY MAY DIE.
Salary of stenographer, $900. ,
these four belonged to the crew ot the mum
message to the state department at took the field against Huerta after
of
adrift
(not
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS.
girls
requirements
For printing, traveling and miscelAll was reported quiet the death of Madero, surrendered to
no definite fig- - Alum Chine and three were on board
Washington.
Up to
at home) was $S."
$40,000;
Agricultural laneous expenses, $t,100.
University,
at Empalme, the American settlement the government
the United States naval collier Jason. living
authorities today.
number
of
urea
of
casualties
the
I
said
of
to
$22
School
want
"Now
ask you,"
Mines,
College, $20,00;
ADJUTANT GENERAL.
near Guaymas.
The surrender took place at Guadacould be ascertained, but it was said
Twenty-ninother men on the
man of wide philan- "as
a
500; Military Institute. $25,000; Las
At HermoBillo the palace Is being lupe Hidalgo where the treaty of
Salary of adjutant general, $2,100.
that at least, fifty men had been kill-- ! Her and the greater part of the crew
Silver City
Vegas Normal, $52,000;
throphy, if you think that low wages barricaded, and the assembling
of peace between Mexico and the United
Salary of clerk, $900.
ed and about as many more injured,
Chine were injured.
induce immorality in women?"
Normal, $30,000; El Rito Spanish-Aammunition and recruiting of men States was concluded In 1848.
Salary of stenographer, $900.
Some of the latter were expected
erican Normal, $5,000; Deaf and Dumb
will answer that as I have an- - for the
"I
GROWS.
DEATH
LIST
Rafael Tapia was formerly chief of
struggle for state's rights conContingent and incidental expenses, to die.
School, $12,500; Blind Institute,
Md
Baltimore
March 7 Six of swered before there is practically no tinues today. Food supplies are be- rural guards in the state of Vera Cruz.
Much of the havoc was wrought by
Reform School, $2,500; New Alec $1,000.
crew of the tug Atlantic lying connection between them. I believe ing rushed in Guaqua valley. At
His decision to surrender is regarded
Traveling expenses, $1,000.
unexploded boxes of dynamite which the
ico Museum, $5,000.
is as likely to come
the Alum Chine were killed that prostitution
between Hermosillo and the as a great gain for the government
alongside
men
of
enlisted
the
For
the
and
air
hurled
....
payment
- earns uve. ft n as l"B
exploded
through
CHARITABLE AND OTHER
wno
a
woman
iu
and the tug practically destroyed.
Arizona border, Colonel Juan Cabral because of his popularity in the southbased 011 when they struck,
during camp maneuvers,
earns less. It depends on the fj
s
The latest reports place the num- one who
rw.niitillg a forn)idable group to eastern states. It was feared that he
One such shattered the upper works
Insane
strength of one regi- Miners' Hospital, $10,000;
A
woman.
girl earning a small wage ass(ft ,n the s(ate revoluUou aRainst would be able to muster a formidable
of the collier Jason and killed Bever ber of dead at 20 and the Injured at
Asylum, $60,000; St. Vincent's Hospi ment, $3,400.
might use that as a subterfuge to
Coi0nel Emilio rosterlilzky body of men.
For the payment of equipment of the al men, frightfully wounding at least forty. Of the latter, ten of the Ja- count
tal, at Santa Fe, $3,600; Grant. County
for her derelictions."
tlJfi rural po!i(,e con,mander, is expect- ex- - son's people are said to
News reached here today that a
be
Another
more.
of
box
the
national
$2,000.
fatally
Sisters
Silver
at
$1,800:
guard,
thirty
City,
Hospital,
$5 IS ENOUGH.
ed to move against Magdalena. The majority of the members of the legFor expense account of inspection plosive descended on the deck of the hurt.
of Mercy at Silver City, $1,S00; Ladies
a
"Do you consider $5 enough for any Russian officer apparently remains islature of Coahuila have signed
tug Atlantic and killed three men.
Forty stevedores are unaccounted
Hospital, Deming, $1,800; Eddy county by U, S. army officers, $300.
under orders from Mexico City. So proclamation favoring the rebel gov- A shower of large and small pieces for. If they were on the steamer it woman to live upon?"
For the purpose of gun sheds for
hospital, at Carlsbad, $1,S00; Sisters
far the warlike Yaqui Indians, so
. of the wrecked vessel, some weighing
is considered certain that they per- Hospital at Albuquerque, $2,400; Re
(Continued on page four).
plentiful in the state, have remained
lief Society at Las Vega"., $3,000; Galtons, fell in the water and on the Ished.
(Continued on page four).
(Continued on page eight).
S'.
lup Hospital, at Gallup. $2,000:
Mary's Hospital at Rosivell, $1,800;
Sisters of Loretto, at Mora, $1,000;
Sisters of Loretto, at Las Cruces,
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CAPITOL AND MANSION
Capitol and mansion (all expenses)
$11,837.50.
Salary of governor, $5,000

governor's secretary,

$2,000;

PRESIDENT

THE

AND

HIS

messen-

ger, $000; Contingent Expense, $5,000.
STATE PENITENTIARY.
The various expenses for the state
penitentiary total about $60,000 and
Include $3,000 for hospital and operat
ingroom; new bake oven, $1,100; new
tiack scales, $900, and books, $500.
Then follow the list of appropriations for state officers. An additional
deputy is given the state treasurer and
an additional stenographer to the sec
retary of state, who shall be paid not
to exceed $75 a month.
These appropriations arc as followsFor the salaries of the hereinafter
named state officers, clerks, stenog- raghere, and for contingent, traveling
and incidental expenses of such of
fices, the following appropriations, or
so much thereof as may be necessary,

PRESIDENT

WIL50N

W

Q tte ADOO

(TREASURY)

JAMES
REYNOLDS
(ATTy GE.NE.RAL)

JOSLPHUS DANIELS
f NAVY)

CABINET

r

$

DAVID F.
HOUSTON

A

(agriculture

.FRANKLIN
6

- K LANE

tA

SESSION.

IN

(interior)

HfflKVB.WILSOM

TU ;

(LAtJOK)

V

u-

-

3

G

REDF IELD
,n5fiE.- -

-

Salary of secretary of state, $3,000.
Salary of assistant secretary of

state,

$1,500.

For assisant clerk hire, $900.
For contingent expenses, including
one stenographer, postage printing and
additional clerk hire, $3,500.
Provided, the stenographer shall
not receive in excess of $75 per month.
For translating into Spanish and for
the printing in English and Spanish of
the laws and journals of the second
session of the first state legislature ol
Xew Mexico, and leather binding ot
said laws and journals, $6,000, or so
much thereof as may be necessary.
For the purpose of paying f,or the
publication- of the amendment to, Section 5 of Article XXI. of the state con- .

NDLEY M.

GARRISON
(WAR)

ALBERT
BURLESON
, POST
HASTEN

I

OUiinnLj

II

AQS

fW6"
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IS GROWIMG

i Estancia Eggs,

HER

PASSEB IN

MISERY,

1913;

Your Indigestion In
Five Minutes.

MEASURE WOULD

LIFE

Mrs. Martin Tells Abort a Painful
Experience that Might Have
Ended Seriously.

HOUSE

Tape's Diapepsn'' Relieves

- - 25c per doz.
Fresh Eggs, - - - - 35c per doz.

7,

LIBRARY BILL IS what saved

CERTAINLY ENDS

The Little Store

FRIDAY, MARCH

TAKE AWAY FROM

Rivesvllle, W. Va. Mrs. Dora Martin,
In a letter from Rivesvllle, writes;
"For three years, I suffered with womanly troubles, and had pains In my
back and side.
I was nervous and
could not sleep at night.
The doctor could not help me. He
aid I would have to be operated on before I could get better. I thought I
would try using Cardul.
Now, I am entirely well.
I am sure Cardul saved my life. I
will never be without Cardui in mv
home. I recommond it to my friends."
For fifty years, Cardul has been relieving iiain and distress caused by womanly trouble. It will surely help you
It jroea to the spot reaches the
troubk! relieves the symptoms, and
drives away the cause.
YOU WON'T GET "PINCHED" WH EN YOU BUY YOUR
If you suffer from any symptoms of
HARDWARE
womanly trouble, take Cardul.
FROM US. WE SQUEEZE OUR PRICES DOWN WHEN WE MARK OUR
Your druggist sells and recommend
It. Get a bottle from him today.
GOODS.

Sour, gassy, upset stomach,
GOVERNOR THE POWER TO NAME
heartburn, dyspepsia; when the
Get Our Prices On Flour and Potatoes.
food you eat ferments into gases and
LIBRARIAN AND CREATE A BOARD
stubborn lumps; your head aches and
FOR THAT PURPOSE.
you feel sick and miserable, that's
when you realize the magic in Pape's
Diapepsiii. It makes such misery
vanish In five minutes.
SHEEP BOARD BILL
If your stomach is in a continuous
evolt if you can"t get it regulated,
IS ALSO PASSED
please, for your own sake, try Diapep-sin- .
It's so needless to have a bad
stomach make your next meal a The house
yesterday afternoon
favorite food mal, then take a litSenute Hill No. liiti by Laugh-ren- ,
tle Diapppsin. There will not be any l'assed
of Luna countyhaving for its
distress eat without fear. It"s because Pape's Diapepsin "really does" object the placing of the state library
stomachs under the state supreme court and
regulate weak,
that gives it it's millions of sales an-- giving that body the right to name the
librarian. The bill was objected to ou
.
nually.
case of Pape's the ground that it would take the
Get a large fifty-cen-t
Diapepsin from any drug store,
jt power of the governor to appoint, away N. B. Write
i.H the
to; Ladlfs' Advisory Dept.. Chattaquickest, surest stomach relief !ancl thereby eliminate another exe-- nooga
Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.. for Special
WE DON'T WANT TO MAKE A TUB FULL OF MONEY THE FIRST
and cure known. It acts almost like M otive right. J he bill passed by a vote lustra. ions, and
boon, "Home TreatnaM
magic it is a scientific, harmless and !ot 28 to 17, but it is said that it would (or Wooiau." ml in plain wrapper, on requtsL
TIME YOU DEAL WITH US. WE PREFER THE SLOW, SURE, HONEST
vote on a motion
pleasant preparation which truly be- - not have a
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
to pass it over the governor's veto.
METHOD OF FILLING OUR TUB W ITH MANY LITTLE DROPS.
longs in every home.
There was a lively debate in the THOUGHT SIZE
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
bouse yesterday evening just before
DOGS MADE
WOOD -UNARMED HE
adjournment at (i o'clock, when the
THEIR
ONLY
UALUE
I
house passed S. H. So. 1G, by Mr.
Phone U. If Its Hardware We Haven
The only exclusive grain house in
Fe
TRAILED BY BIG
ououj
Hinkle, providing for a license for au
COUGAR. TWO DAYS tomobiles
and fixing the charge on the
Detroit, Mich., March 7. William C.
horse power generated by each
Dunliip, 4C5 Franklin street, believed
Phone Black
Pbone Black
Wash., March 7. Trailed chine. Young Mr. Catron wanted to that dogs were sold according to size.
01' course it makes a difference if
by a big cougar while fifty miles from amend the bill to charge each machine
Forest Ranger Joseph a straight license fee of $5. He assert-Kidle- a dog wears a natty brown harness
civilization,
his
walked for two days until hejed that it cost no more to regulate and has a pink ribbon around
reached the forestry reserve tele- - a big machine than it did a small ma- - neck. In that event, a regular
phone station, above Marblemount, chine and therefore anything in the size of dog sells for about 25 cents,
tax according to the above mentioned gen- way or additional charge was
B.
to
Forest
and
he
court
said
the
for
district
experience
Santa tleni:ui's scale of canine values.
Ranger
'
Fe county had held such a tax to be!
Conrad.
Dunlap was observed by Pa- Ridley has traps set in the moun-- ; illegal. Mr. Tullv wanted to fix the trokuan Johu J. Culhane of the traffic!
tains. One of these is on Lightning rate at straight $10 asserting that the division at 5:30 Saturday evening
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
Willi a dainty, tiny, love of a beagle
creek, fifty miles northeast of Marble- - present law called for that amount.
ODS, Electricity plays a most impormount. There he arrived to see if an
"You fellows who own automobiles do.u, adorned in brown and pink as
animal had become entangled in the got us into this kind of a law and its above specified. At that corner he
tant part. The grandfather would
trap. This wus empty, and as he turn-- ! up to wou tc get us out," said Mr. met a gentleman whose name was
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- lati r revealed as Fred Hambrecht, 171
Tt to go a large cougar stood a short Tully.
avenue.
distance off,
with Mr. Trumbull
Mr. Rogers
home
and why all this light? To
em
disagreed
......... ........ Tit.11.,. OIUVH
MM.
"Want to buy a dog?"
r,inrA wntt.
Domestic Lump
Fancy Egg
U
Fancy Lump
ivv. Catron on the ground that the Hinkle
UeHHL, BilB XYIUHTJ,
make the home more homelike to make
"How much?"
ing him for a few seconds and then bill was perfectly legal and constitu"Oh, he's only a small pup, but look,
walked nearer. It did not offer fight, tional. He said there was only one
home the most pleasant spot on earth
the
but acted as if it wanted to make way to charge for licenses for automo- - he is all dressed up. He ought to be
for
a
father, mother and children. Good light
friends. The ranger, armed only with biles and that was on the basis of woi th quarter, anyway."
the
a
and
Mr.
to
Hambrecht
not
care
start
did
a
money
paid
fight.
One
Double
J.
0
Phone
knife,
horse power generated. He said there
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
He backed off, but the cat followed. were machines in Roswell that were started away. At this juncture the
desired.
anitransinto
the
When Ridley again stopped the
not worth the sum of $10 a year and officer injected himself
mal did likewise and stood watching hence to charge that amount as auction. His manner betokened the
the forester with apparent interest. license fee, would be to tax the value evil suspicion that the "doglet" had
been stolen. Therefore, buyer, seller
The ground was covered with snow, out of the machine.
......
.
.
u
!.
end as the ranger didn't care to have
lu
uum" iunu
Air. Moreno said that he favored thejuuu uau"'e
THE
a big cougar as a bed companion for bill because he did not own a machine Bllon- - vherf Bat Sergeant Johnson
That excellent officer shared the
the night, he kept on his way toward and never expected to own one.
Peion of the man at the crossing
the rangers' station. All the next day
The bill finally was passed. No
do ym moan by 8elUng such
the beast followed Ridley until within sooner had the vote been announced
lovely doggie for a mere quarter of a
twenty miles of the station. than John
aboy.t
re.
to
wanted
DaronBurg
FIXTURE WORK
ELECTRICAL LIGHTING
1 you ltnow
D
There he dropped and was lost from consider,
dB
asserting that he had found ?ollar? "
view.
0I
i?
2
that the bill provided that if a pedf3,
Mr Dunlap stared at the officer in- OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
"My hair is still standing on end," estrian was run down by an automo- i imfpr vnn nnn r unnw
Ridley told Conrad over the telephone. bile in the street or on the public it cuu intiKi ,''
IENT
as to touch the button and
"While the big fellow seemed tame, highway, he could not collect for in- very much about animals. Why for
You Can
House
$50 you can buy a horse bigger than a
stove
is ready to cook your
I did not feel at ease with him at my
your
if he had in any manner been
hundred pups like that one. 'Kwitcher'
the juries,
The ranger declared
heels."
in
The
accident.
the
fault
at
house,
iron
ready to use, your toasted
HAVE
DONE AT COST.
cougar had in all probability never however, refused to reconsider and ad- - fooling."
induced
The sergeant finally
the
seen a human being l)fpie and was journed until the next morning.
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuundoubtedly lonesome,
?
to two traders to call the deal off and
bill of much
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
Another
interest
223
Grills,
Phone
Percolators,
sent the dog to the pound to await its
In speaking of the matter that sheep men, was the pasage of H. U. owner.
'
Irons, Etc,
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatnight, Conrad stated there had never No. 20U, by Mr. Llewellyn. This bill
rooms. Electricity will do every thing
ed
been a case on record where a cougar would require the governor to name
for
you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
attacked a man. "They will track you the members of the sheep sanitary
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
hour after hour," he said, "but gener- board from a list of ten persons furday and night' Estimates and full inforif
nished by the Wool Growers associa- Your druggist will refund money
ally keep some distance behind."
mation cheeerfully given.
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
Ridley's cougar was probably about tion. It is said the object of the bill
or
case
of
Blind,
Bleeding
Itching,
eleven feet in length from his descrip- is to take the office in question, out of
C
14 days. 50c.
tion. Cougars range from nine to thir- politics and make sure that a prac- - Protruding Piles in to
teen feet in length in the mountains.
tical sheep man would be elected as
secretary of the board. Charles Chad- A
LOOK HERE GIRLS
PC To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and
CD AM
wick, of Albuquerque, has been in the gininivwvvuwvuwnnnnnninne
IA
for the past week urging the pas-- : 2
all points in New Mexico, AriWHAT HE SAYS citv
sage of the bill.
MEXICO
NEW
Pacific
via
to
Mexico
the
and
Coast,
zona,
"We do not want to deprive the exe
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
Iawrence, Kan., March 7 The cutive of any of his appointive rights,"
struggle for beauty will bring forth a said Mr. Chadwick last night. "All we
PHONE 85 MAIN.
race of women whose homeliness will want is to get a sheep man in as secDr.
to
be painful to behold, according
retary and put the business out of
S. J. Crumbine, dean of the School of
of Kan politics." bills
Medicine of the University
also passed the house:
These
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
sasH. B. No. 2S5 A new publication i
WOOD
SAWED
"if mi nr.n methods for the improve- - law. H. B. N'o. 59,
LUMP
by Mr. Speake- rmenl and refinement of the complex;
WOOD
CORD
COAL
sys-Bewer
STEAM
for
an
adequate
ion and the lines of the face were providing
tern for the state capitol building. H.
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
used," Dr. Crumbine said. "American B. No. 107 To
regulate the practice of
women in a couple of generations
Montezuma
Avenue, near A- - 1. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
etc-H. B.
would be the most beautiful on earth, suggestive thereapeutics,
15S
of!
To
the
So.
wages
regulate
if is the unnatural methods thev are
insirliprs. H. B. No. 103 Relative to
,!
using tnat are rougnening ine lines oi
the fnce and nhsnlninlv rlfistrovine the "ie appointment OI town marsiiais. u.
The women are using a, ao. J m To amena uie game mws,
complexions.
For Rates and Full Information'Address
to amend thej
entirely too much rouge and paint K. B. No. 172 An act trustees
Western Seeds
of!
and too many preparations which are present law governing
P. AGENT,
0 F
Cor-223
No.
The
B.
boards.'
H.
For Western Planters
grant
destructive to the tissues.
EL PASO, TEXAS.
For Repairing of All Kinds
"Paint and powder on the face act dova logging bill. H. B. No. 229 To
B.
school
law.
H.
the
amend
so
In Metal and Wood
the
like
much
dirt.
present
clog
They
just
Once used Alway s used. If not
at your denier, we will supply you
pores of the face, and the poisons in No. 255 Providing for an armory at
direct.
GUNS, BICYCLE,
some of them is absorbed.
Clovis.
NEXT SALAD
Our 1913 Catalogue Free.
"Cleanly habits are the greatest ail
LOCK, KEY and
to beauty. Bathe often, massage tha
i
DRY FARM-NIs Simply Delicious !
D OCR SPECIALTY
face gently with the hands, always LURES LITTLE
SEEDS.
SPECIALTIES
UPHOLSTERING
HARREM
dry the skin thoroughly after washGIRLS
SEED CO.
BARTELDES
THE
be
and
of
seasoned
ing
NEW
highly
MEXICO.
20c
sparing
l2 lb. Cans,
ROSWELL,
food, and you cannot help having a
Box 1804, Dept. 4, DENVER, CO L
128 Galisteo St. Phone 109 J
New York, March 7. When George,
I
f.ooJ
lb. Cans, 35c
complexion."
'The West Point of the Southwest.
A. Grandon stood in the choir lolt oil
weI1 known Xew Yrk ch,reh """J
There is more Catarrh in this sec-i- a
Ranked as "Distinguished
hls
roofward as he
of
the
all
,'cast
tlon
other
than
country
"
U
S.
Institution
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
,
by the
diseases put together, and until the lu,uu6"
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M ,
FULL LINE OF LENTEN
War Department.
last few years was supposed to be In congregation suspected that he would
January 28, 1913.
curable. For a great many years be sent to Sing Sing prison in a few
Located in tbe beautiful Pecos
of the Interior,'
weeks.
Department
3.700
it
local
feet
above
a
Smoked
disease
doctors
Fish,
Valley.
sealevel,
pronounced
Delicacies,
a
Notice Is hereby given that
sunshine every day. Open air
and prescribed local remedies,
and Grandon was a clerk for pastime,'
of
Jose
Over
de
heir
vocation.
choir
and
a
Alarld,
Pino
work throughout the entire sesby
singer
Etc.
to
cure
Is Our Specialty, and We
Canned Fish, Cheese,
with
by constantly failing
evesion.
Conditions for physical
de la Cruz Pino, of Galisteo, N. M.,
incur- in Harlem he spent most of his
local
it
Will Fix Up Your Purnltnre
treatment,
pronounced
and mental development are
who, on Not- 26, 1910, made Homeable. Science has proven Catarrh to nings. He had aparentments furnished
so that Vou Need Not HesIDEA L such as cannot be found
SW
rivaled
to
the
for
No.
have
are
014579,
said
there
that
stead Entry
be a constitutional disease, and thereFourto Ship It Anywhere.
elsewhere In America.
itate
12
and
of
the
orientals.
SW
Sec 31, Twp.
N,
fore requires constitutional treat harems
teen officers and Instructors, all
REASONABLE.
RATES
lured
little
Section
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NW
SW
NW
N
menf. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufac
graduates from standard East6, Township 11 N., Range 13 E., N. M.
ern colleges.
Ten buildings,
tured by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, 6lrls- - wnom he enucea wnn various
KERO WORK CF ALL KIK3S
nomodern in every respect.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenOhio, is the only constitutional cure Presents. One night a patrolman
Done.
tion to make five year proof, to es- Neatly and Cheaply
on the market. It is taken Internally ,iced Grandon and a girl entering
Regents
choir
deThe
the
above
land
to
the
apartment.
singer's
tablish claim
in doses from 10 drops to a teaspoon
R. A. CAHOO!. President.
C.
ful. It acts directlv on the blood and!errest followed, and he was sentenced
scribed, before Register and Receiver,
J. E. RHEA,
in
to
seven
niontns
years and six
mucous surfaces of the system. They
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M,
,t.. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
SAMA FE. N. M.
Telepuoael57 W.
on the 10th day of March, 1913.
JOHN W. POB, Secretary.
offer one hundred dollars for any case Sing Sing by Judge O'Sullivan, who
n
X04
W. A. F1NLAY.
it fails to cure. Send for circulars and said:
Claimant names aa witnesses:
"You deserve death more than any
testimonials.
of Leyla,
Placldo
For particulars and illustrated
Lopez,
Juan
Baca,
murderer who ever apA Uiue want ad eosta tot a tew
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
address,
N. M Antonio VUlanueva, Agustin
before
me."
and brings wonderful results
cents
peared
O.
Ramires, of Galisteo, N. M.
COL JAS. W. WILLS0N, Supt.
when published la the New MeUnai
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
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LIFE AS THE CAPTAIN

Woman Is As Old As
She Looks
No woman wants to look oH.

Many In their effort to look

(By Idah McGlone Gibson.)
Chicago, 111., March 7. "Dick Tur-- ;
pin's game Is old; what you want now
is a great big city,
to make a
a swirling crowd and a fast auto
not
a lonely canyon and a horse!"
So said lo me the captain of the
first
road
world's
agents" young Robert Webb, the 2l-- i
who has brought "high-way- year-olbig" iu this country up to a twentieth'
century degree of efficiency. He said
U from behind the bars of a Chicago
jail, but he said it with pride a just
pride, as he thought, in being the first,
to utilize the mechanical marvels of!
science in following the world-olproCession of Captain Kiild and all his
confreres.
notorious story-booIt was the pride, of course, that
goes before a fall a great fall, be-- I
cause Robert Webb is already doomed
to spend the best years of his life, if
not all his life, caged from all thej
world caged behind cold steel bars
and thick, cold, stone walls. Doomed
t.
a living deatli doomed to worse
than denth.
"They call me the
he said to me, "because
use a taxi and work in the busiest
part of the big cities. Well, I admit
my idea is a 191:i model and I am
proud of it!
WOU1U11 I
ll'UK line, IIU, lllllllfi.
down Broadway or Prairie avenue or
.Market street on horseback, my belt
stuck tun ot guns unci a sombrero on

Favorite Prescription

A. D. 1913.
M. A. ORTIZ,

this th day of March,

k

U SAFFORD, Deputy.

(SEAL)

Tulsa. Okla.. March V Tradition
and sentiment has saved a giant oak'
tree, known as the Creek council tree,, HEAUY EXPORT
which stands in tne center oi auuui
OF GOLD
Cheyenne street, in this city.
An ordinance to pave the street was
EUROPE
adopted recently and some citizens
,1
j

fl.n Ipnn l.r. ID t IrV all til t
rierisinn to snare it was reached in
a few davs. Beneath the tree, it is
said, are 'buried the sacred ashes of
the Cherokees brought from the old
council ground in Georgia when the,
came to the Indian Territory
vpnra aen
,v.r.o tinn
-- tanrla tlio first
Illl.
Wl,,,,.Q
..nrianmppfintr of thp. tribe were
held.
.

1

I
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Clerk
Uy EDW.

ROAD AGENT SEES IT

ER

r

TWa famous medicine strikrs at the very root of these
enemies of your youthful appearance. It makes you not
only took young, hut feel young.
Your druggist can supply you In liq aid or tablet form i or aond
SO ono-cr- it
stamps to Dr. Herca's Invalids Hotel end Surgical Institute, Buffalo, N.Y. and trial box will bo mallod you.

TREE STILL STANDS

SIX-CYLIND-

FOR
TODAV

1

March
BuUu.u,..a
Wall street today to the concern over
the monetary situation here and
abroad. Experts of gold to Europe
sullied on a large scale, and there was
also a heavy out go to Argentina. Law
stiffened &DOreCiablV. Call
niflllpv
loans onenine at 2
per cent, com-- !
at the opening yester- pared with '
day. Banks gained slightly on yestermy head?
dav's operations with the
State of New Mexico,
"Would I got away with a thing?
ury, but the week's loss never amounts
County of Santa Fe.
life!
"
monetary!
of
view
In
Iu District Court.
to $7,000,000.
"Why, folks would run away from
Trinidad L. de Lmjan, Plaintiff. vs conditions at home and abroad, bankNo. ers said the outlook of maintenance me!
Remijio
Lujan, Defendant.
"You see, nowadays the world is
7061.
of reasonable rates here was doubtful.
TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEFEND-- i Stocks were sold freely, owing large-- J getting pretty swell and nobody gets:
a! away with anything unless
ANT:
they've:
ly to this prospect and there was
You are hereby notified that ths' general scale down in quotations, with got the million-dolla- r
look about them
commenced'
has
named
above
real clothes,
plaintiff
substantial losses for Villon Pacific, So I have a
a naction against you in the above! Reading. Lehigh Valley. Steel and a
coat and quito a few dla-lamed court, in which said action she Amalgamated.
nionds not too many, you Know, out
seeks to have the bonds of matrimony enough to show class.
were
J"t
Bonds
heavy.
row uniting and binding you and he.xvhiln Hi p
"The Nick Carter stuff sounds good
a,.ni
canHuH
dissolved, and in which she asks toj
liquidation and in dime novels, but it's really too
was a relapse into dullness with nuieh like 'rough stall' lo go very tar
of the minor child born of said mar- there
tnis modern day world. You've got
slightly better prices.
ROBURT
riage.
lilie
senlleman, live like a!
of
stock
Prices
slowly
crept up
You are hereby further notified
.
aim mingle nun Ben:'.-- seemed a nice brown-eyeboy, who
tiiat unless you enter your appearance! the afternoon despite the welling Of SeiiilKiuuu
men n you re goiu iu ue a iweuuei n might have been out on a college
in said cause on or before the 22nd the gold export figures to over $0,000,-aac( ntury road agent. Make your hang lark, and, much to his surprise, been
of April, A. D. 1913, your default 000. Southern Pacific sold a point
out in the very place where no one 'ninehed for it." II is clothes were of
be noted and judgment and decree yond yesterday's close, but the, rest
there could be a robbery am'-- oxcollent cut, his tie of a suave shade
in
in
cause
said
accordance 0f the list did not rally Impressively, suspects
entered
it away trom them. Betor ,of crP!lf. ann-- ns hands,
then
take
on
with the prayer of said complaint
standard Oil stocks on the curb were
what has happened you mul firmi kept passing over his chin,
know
they
file in said action.
weak with losses ranging from three can have
your chauffeur driving youras tho,,Ei, t0 noologize for the threc- The name and address ot plainttlt s (0 one hundred points.
motor toward the next town."
E. 1.
'day growth of beard that now adorned
attorney is as follows,
The market closed steady. Prices
was talkingthis it.
While Webb
Davies, Capital City Bank Bldg., Sant i rested on a dead level during the
young fellow who has operated in the
Robert Webb has in his heart the
le. N. M.
of the afternoon, scarce- biggest cities in the few years of his real Robin Hood
Witness the Honorable Edmund C. greater part
spirit of adventure.
more
of the favorites moving
crime life I was looking him over He told me that he took up his twen-tktAbbott, Judge of the First Judicial ly anya mere fraction.
carefully. He had none of the marks
District Court, State of New Mexico, than
century road agenting more for
Figures were only a trilie above the of a bad man, the bad man as we see the sake of the excitement he got out
within and for the County of Sant'
him on the movie screen
Rather, h? of it lhan fol. the money.
Fe, and the seal of said District Cour' lowest of the day at the final.
"I always did love excitement." ha
said, "and I could get more ibis way
than in any other way 1 know. As the
cities
get bigger and the whole eoui.-Y-f
fo1- - ad-- i
chance
the
more
settled,
try
venture gets less. I tried 'cow boyiu-- ''
joi ce, but, gosh, that was slow. Why,
I could have more fun in one night in
New York or Chicago than in a year
on the plains.
"I have never yet had a bit of fear
in my heart. I am caught now, but
The
waste
it.
don't
but
right
butter,
am honest when I tell you mat i
never suspected I would be. In all
place for butter is on your dining table; the wrong
try wanderings I never had the slightshorten
or
time
kitchen.
in
is
you
Every
place
your
est feeling that anyone was following
me. I don't believe I ever turned once
fry with butter you waste money. Cottolene the vegV- -

n
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MONTEZUMA,
Johnson and wife, Deliver.
A
A. It.
Ibuqiierciuc.
1.
J. Holly, Denver.
B. 11. Gill, Chicago.
W. V. .Strnby, Denver.
George F. Powers, Denver.
W. It. Austin, i:i Paso.
F. E. Schnabcl. Albuquerque.
William Davidson, lleiilou Harbor
Mich.
.1. Jones, Racine. Wis.
F. J'. Dtnilan, liialso, Cal,
J. E. Zimmerman, City.
J. Porter Jones, City.
E. S. Wolfe, Denver.
Tom Torbert, .Newark, Ohio.
O. A. Earrazola, Eas Vegas.
J. G. McGee, Clovis.
C. G. Ackerman, Albuquerque,
S. J. Euna, Pueblo.
R. R. Wiguart, Denver.
R. If. Knapp, Colorado Springs.
F. M. Chamberlain, Kansas City.
F. M. Shelby, San Francisco.
H. j. Bickley. Raton.
Henry K. Eulz, Denver.
Walter Shaw, St. Joe.
T. J. Morinau, Porlales
A. B. McMillen. Albuquerque.
H. C. Heacock, Albuquerque.
P. E. Dawson, Trinidad.
11. A. Martin, Albuquerque.
T. C. Shellhart, Albuquerque.
A. II. Hawkins, Denver.
H. E. Davis, Itoswell.
,T. H. Clements, Koswell.
Larein Doll, Roswell.
Whit Wright, Artesia.
E. B. Eeainer, Eos Angeles.
H. W. Kolin. Chicago.
Mrs. A, W. It in i n Detroit.
Helen Blain. Detroit.
K. J. O'Brien. New York.
P. J. Leavens, New York.
Hale MeCowan, San Francisco.
Hale MeCowan, Jr., San Francisco
EUROPEAN.
A. Frank, Espanola.
Horace Harper, El Paso.
John Blende, Deniing.
G, A. Graydon, Chicago.
J. II. Moran, Kansas City.
K. A. Whitaker. Denver.
H. J. Memlenliall, Itoswell.
Daniel Peralta, Ros've.11.
1

,

1
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the World

All

IDAH McGLONE GIBSON INTERVIEWS DREADED DICK TURPIN OF ThE CITY AND WONDERS
IF HE
HAD A MOTHER BOB WEBB'S E.XCITING LIFE WILL NOW CHANCE INTO
A
LIVING DEATH.

BE. PIERCE'S

INDIAN COUNCIL

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

OF THE TWENTIETH

CENTURY,

youthful resort tot he"beautydoctor's"prescriitions. Their mistake is that th?y visit the wrong department in the drugstore.
Beauty dcponds upon health.
Worry, Bteepiss nights, headaches, pains, disorders. Irregularities and weaknesses of a distinctly feminine character in a
short time brinjc the dull eye, the "crow's feet," the haggard
look, droopinpr shoulders, and the faltering Btep.
To retain the appearance of youth you must retain health.
Instead oi iot.io.js, powders and paints, ask your druggist lor

1
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Contributes to
Your
BY

Happiness
JOHN P. FALLON.

The natives of Ceylon send their
choicest teas, the peasants of
Switzerland supply the daintiest
France
contributes
needlework,
marvellous silks, Ireland linens
and England suitings of wondrous
texture. The products of the world
are brought by boat and rail to
your very door.
Merchants, eager to please, fascinate and gratify your desire for
ransack the
new,"
"something
earth to secure the things that will
delight and captivate the hearts of
their customers.
The new things for Spring are
budding out. Every day from now
on stories of new rnillienry, new
apparel and new fabrics will be
told. It is the most interesting
news of the year.
Read the advertisements in the
Santa Fe New Mexican closely and
constantly every day, then you will
be well informed
regarding the
styles for Easter, the latest importations from abroad and the newest
Ideas for furnishings in the home.
Besides, you will know of every opportunity to economize.

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing coro
paDy.

'buzz-buggy-

fur-line- d

j

When you eat ordinary

to look back, Even after my
was not
ter with the
alnild. I was awfully excited, but not
from terror."
Suddenly Webb leaned forward and
took a good look at me.
"Say, lady," he said, "you know the
way to get away with things nowa
(lavs is to try something new Women can do almost anything in this
game because nobody puspec's thai
they can be 'on' yet. Now let nc give
you n little piece of advice. If you
ever do want, to do anything and want
to hide, keep in a crowd. Go where
tl ere are people all kinds of people.
The minute I got out of the loop dis
trict, here in Chicago, 1 was as good as j
caught. It's the real stuff I am giving you, lady and here's my hand on
encoun-detectiv-

d

j

!

liiiely-sliap-'-

i

j

n

'

f For the FourthTime
This "Weelo

makes light, digestible food, which any stomach can
food is rich, but never greasy.
digest. Cottolene-mad- e
Neutral in taste, practically without odor, Cottolene
is a product of carefully selected cotton oil, refined
by our exclusive process.
Use
less Cottolene than
either butter or lard.
Convince yourself with this recipe
One Egg Muffins Vi tablespoons melted Cottolene 1 tablespoon
sugar
1
3 cups sifted flour
lVS cups milk
egg

3 teaspoons baking powder
1 scant
teaspoon salt
Sift the baking powder and flour together, add CottoUse more or less milk,
lene, sugar and egg and milk.
according to the quality of the flour

nj

ri

ii

ade only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY

:

sub-Stan-

ce

Moreys

Solitaire,

Unfair

Canned Vegetables
will appeal to you as the highest in quality

fiii.

ana generous in tood substance, solitaire
Canned Vegetables are carefully se
lected.
fy

Solitaire Peas, Corn,
Beans and Tomatoes
Beat thm Grocer Can Deliver'

THE MOREY
MERCANTILE CO.
Denver, Colo.

mime-lody'-

1

i4.ht.

Denver

& Rio

1

1 1

1

1 1

mother?

DEFENDANT IN ALASKA
SUIT IS FREED,
Chicago, 111., March 7. Duncan M.
Street, of Seward, Alaska, one of six
defendants in the $10,000,000 Alaska
land fraud conspiracy case on trial
lefore Judge Laiidis, was freed by the
statute of limitations today, the aats
alleged- against him having occurred
more than three years before the le- turn of the indictment in 1911.
Street has entered into the allegtd
conspiracy with Albert C. Frost and
tne oiner ueienuauiH, uiuuiuuig 10 me
government, but withdrew early in
-

II

j

SUFFRAGETTE

I?

HURLS BOOK
if
AT JUDGE It
j

Joyce
London, March 7. "Miss
Eocke" a militant suffragette, whose
real name is Alice Wharry, was sen-- j
tenced today at the Old Bailey ses- sions to 18 months' imprisonment. She
was found guilty of setting fire to a
pavilion in uie iew uuiaiiicni sarueuo
on

February

(j

J
i

WHERE DIRRCT CONNECTIONS ARE MADE

t FOR ALL EASTERN
POINTS
j

20.

When arraigned in police court the
If ia nvntfiptpfl that n inrv uill day of her arrest she hurled a book
1Qn7
u
m friat rn ( n onrt fnnplil itnunnr. '
be otHfa.ined today. There are more
than a hundred s:tl''sses to be beard, ately against removal to a cell.
The court today ordered her to payj
The charge in the indictment is
j
conspiracy to defraud the governrnfiiit fill costs and to denoslt a 1000 bond,
out of ten thousand acres of Alaska to Insure her good behavior for two
coal lands by means of dummy entry years after Ihe completion of her sen-i- f
men.
X
ttnee.
1

Denver, Colorade Springs
and Pueblo.

THROUGH LINE TO

si

'J

Salt Lake City, Ogden and
the Pacific Coast.

i

Tonight at the Elks,
Bells."

New Mexican
bring returns

A

"Interrupted!

big laugh.

want

acts,

aiwaj

Go where everybody else
the Elks. Always a good show.

New Mexican Want
bring results. Try it.

Ads

ng

always

For Information as to Rates, Reservations, etc., call on
Wm. M. Scott, Traveling Freight and Passenger Agent, New

Mexican Building, or

at Union Depot.

nuuMiDGft mai ii is me rKuuKCMivcncM or mese mercnants mat maKes it possible tor the people of Santa re to
jet Three Pianos
Absolutely Free, Three More For Only $90 Cash Each, Three More For $100 Cash Each, Three More For $1.10 Cash Each and

K

Three More For $J20 Cash

Each--Fiftee- n

In All!

THE MOST REMARKABLE AND LARGEST

PROPOSITION EVER ATTEMPTED IN SANTA FE.

T Win TheSC Pian05 and 30 0ther Fine Prizes' aM on exhibition at any f the Contest Stores-TH- E
MODERN
UUMILUIHMIO CERY, the real modern grocery of the city; THE SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO., the
big hardware and
store
!n
the
shoe
real
on,y
the
wants
tnese
at
stores and help your friend?. Subscriptions to the
city- SuPP,y yur
SJWEQ
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN count fast 1,000 votes given for
every dollar paid. Same ratio for either of the weeklies. Do not stop with the subscript
tions in the city, but get your friends all over he state to subscribe. r Subscriptions
prior to December31, 1912, count double.
HELP THE

nnNTFTANT

IU

Grande R, R.

mmwmm tm contest stores'

Cc

I

SHORTEST LINE TO

CdDdtolenae
one-thir- d

is

results

one-thir- d

i

And Robert Webb, stuck through
the bars of his cell that fine, almost
feminine hand that has so many times
shoved the gaping muzzle or a mt
s
nr,u very cold revolver agamsi
I
knew
head. I took It because
that here was a fine boy gone wrong.
Nobody had ever taught him how to
put his energy into the right channels. I wonder did he ever have a

I

etable shortening will give you equally good
the cost,
at

Tax

your digestive organs unfairly.

If you select your tood for
as well as fine flavor,

it.!"'

j

PAT

If
pr

e

-

h

BtttteAftBttttetti

i r

una

WEBB.

i!to

ods, coarse and lackinfr
in food substance, you tax

11
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with some of the leaders of his party INDIANS TAKING TO WARPATH
in congress. He was in the executive
ADDS TO MEXICO'S TROUBLE.
WILLIAM FARAH
EMIL MIGNARDOT
clilces Bhortly after 9 oclock and at
(Continued from page one),
once attacked the mass of correspond-dencthat has reached the white ernor Carranza and entreating the
citizens of the state to join In oppohouse during the last few days.
The white house visitors today wore sition to Huerta. Carranza yesterduy
Senators Culberson of Texas, and Til received 250,000 pesos as a contribu
mail of South Carolina.
Former Gov- tion to the revolutionary cause from
ernor Glenn of North Carolina came the citizens of the state.
DARROW JURY
Manuel Mascarenas, of the state of
later and Chairman Fitzgerald of the
DELIBERATING house appropriation committee fol- Sonora, who Is a candidate for the
lowed. Chairman Fitzgerald had many governorship, arrived here last night
to discuss wltu and expressed great optimism in reLos Angeles, Calif., March 7. From legislative problems
the
President gard to the plans of the government
Late
today,
president.
8:80 o'clock this morning, the jury
Wilson was to meet Charles F. Mur to put down tlie uprising there.
which Is trying Clarence S. Darrow,
y
the Tammany leader. Mr.
Douglas, Ariz., March 7. Reinforce
for alleged jury bribery deliberated phy,
to come with eight otne" ments numbering 150 arrived during
without result. The, former chief coun- New expected
Yorkers and it was not probabJQ
at Agua .Pripta, increasing
sel for the McXamui-- brothers .was that the Bresident would have an oo the night
the federal garrison'. to 450 men. PrepIt
a
f
plainly disappointed.
1,
ii
ltnlrl
t
nvlvnta
in
arDIi
fa
i.tl
arations for defense continued today
In his former trial, on practically the with him.
uiider the trenches and breastworks
same charge, and in which almost
Tlie house officials announced tha' make the little Mexican border town
55 Sao Francisco Street.
he
was
offered,
the identical evidence
the pi t sident had decided to hold reg- look like a fortress.
was acquitted in less than half an ular rabfnet meetings
on Tuesday!
smeltIt is pay day at the Douglas
'
houri-- i
and Fridays of each week as has been ers and many laborers are refusing to
Court convened at 10 o'clock in ex the custom for many years.
Many! return to work, threatening to assist
pectation of a verdict and wnen an Rpeoiii i sessions, however, are likely In the state revolution. A large quanre-without
a
t
10 be i ..lied before April 1, when
hour and a half passed
tity of arms and cartridges is report-- j
from the jury, speculation begau ,gieis is to convene in extra session,
ed to have been smuggled over the PRICES, $165, $200, $215 and $250
as to the Chanel's for a disagreement,
line last night near Douglas.
With Imported Magneto.
CAN A WOMAN LIVE ON
NINE TO THREE.
Constitutionalists numbering be--;
7.
Calif.,
Los Angeles,
March,,
$5 PER WEEK. tween 300 and BOO have moved from Motorcycle without B dnulit wllb trouble
left ttt the factory.
Court adjourned at 12:15 for luncheon
the Ajo mountains to the internationat that time it was reported the jury
(Continued from page one).
takhave
was
to
al line. This force
stood 9 to 3 lor acquittal.
en Naco, unprotected by the federals
"Yes. if she lives at home."
Court will reconvene at 2 o'clock.
but during the night Huerta soldiers
In anticioation of a verdict a tre- "And $S is enough for one who
entered the border town. The cus-- j
in
the
mendous crowd began gathering
herself?"
torn house employes, former Mader-- i
7
o'clock this
court house before
"That is what our investigation istas, fled to the American side, pur- morning.. When tlie doors were un-- j showed?"
sued by the soldiers' bullets. None
locked, shortly before 10 o'clock, the! "How much did your corporation was hit. Itebel recruits from Arizona
eager crowd brushed past barriers earn in 1011?"
are reported crossing in small groups PASH
BROTHERS, AGTS.,
and bailiffs and packed the little court
"Approximately $7,000,000."
at many points on the border.
room.
"Could you raise wages and still pay
7
The
March
Mex.,
Cananea,
FZE, 3ST. ZMT.
Darrow and his attorneys did not your stockholders a legitimate profit?"
of 350 constitutionalists which
party
The witness said the stock of the left here Monday to assist in the '
appear until shortly before 10 o'clock,
. ..
of
the hour set for the convening
corpi ration pays 7 per cent of both state revolution is being followed by December 17, 1907, made Homestead
Mrs. Darrow, who had been common and
court.
preferred. There was a many small groups of rebel recruits, Entry 05203, No. 12570, for SE
her husband's constant
companion surplus of $12,000,000 at the end of The state rebels are destroying the Section 14, Township 13 N., Range 6
throughout both his trials, was with 1912. He said he could have given Southern Pacific railway about liner-- g
. M,
P, Meridian, has filed no- him. She looked worried. But her $2,nuo.iioo out of profits and still pay jB, It Is
that the .Cananea- - tirfe of intention to make five year
reported
husband smiled and seemed confident "some dividends."
branch will suffer next.
proof, to 'establish claim to the land
that the present trial would finish as
State Senator Xeil S. .Tuul asked the
above descrbed, before II. C. Klnsell,
a
did his first, in an acquittal after
witness if he thought the Btockhold- TJ S.' Commissioner
at Stanley, N. M.,
TO AILING WOMEN
brief space for the jury to ballot.
iers were fair judges of what compen
on
the 14th day of April, 1913.
In his first trial, tlie foreman de- jsatieu the girls should receive an
as
Claimant names
witnesses:
No woman should consider Iiersell
clared the jury could have reported if h did not think the state would be
Nicholas Montoya,
healthy and well if the kidneys are rablo Aranda,
Its verdict in one minute, but had re- a fa'rer judge.
weak. Poisons that pass off In the Manuel Vigil, Dan Wright, all of Goldmained out 33 "for the looks of
There was sporadic applause when secretions when the kidneys are well, en, N. M.
Mr. liosenwald replied that he wool.! are
things."
retained in the body when the
MANUEL B. OTERO,
Darrow plainly expected something be j:lad to meet the wishes of the
are disordered. If the k'dneys
Register.
of the same sort today and when the state "so far as competition will per- kidneys
and bladder become inflamed and
minutes lengthened out, he frankly mit. "
worse troubles may quickly
swollen
showed disappointment, although he
Asked if he would object to disclos follow. This is often the cause of
declined to make any statement. ing his own income, he replied in the bearing-dowpains, lameness, back
There were no reports from the jury negative.
Uric
etc.
ache,
poisoning is also fre' Well, then," smiled O'Hara, "coul.1
room.
cause of headaches, dizzy
quent
The jury men rose early at their you live on $8 a week?"
nervousness and
There was a titter when the witnes.i spells, languor,
hotel, breakfasted heartily, and, go-v
pain.
it.
to
never
had
said he
tried
ing to the court house, got down
When
so,
try Doan's Kid
suffering
O'Hara asked if there were "driv
the task of deliberating at 8:30
a remedy that bas provei.
Pills,
ney
o'clock. Judge Conley sent word to ers" in his employ. The witness ha.l effective in thousands of such cases.
the bailiffs in charge that court had never heard of them.
Let a Santa Fe woman tell of her ex"Have you an employe called th)
convened and was awaiting a verperience.
"
'scolder?'
was
it
dict. The jury replied that
Mrs. Agripina D. de Gonzales, 102
' Not so far as I know."
March 18th to 20th
not ready to report.
Garcia
St., Santa Fe, N. M., says: "In
Senator Juul took the stand and
I used. Doan's Kidney
wanted to know if the corporation September 1900,
Pills for backache that had been a
took pains to learn if the wages re- In the
source of much annoyance.
ceived by a girl was sufficient in the
morning when I arose, my back was
IJX
individual case.
so lame and painful that I could hard"No," was the slow reply.
I knew that my trouble was
ly
on
the
"Then you proceed
theory due-stoop.
Hot Springs, Ark., March 7. Kire
to
disordered
kidneys and I was
must live on what you
which started in a gas explosion in that girls
Pnally led to try Doan's Kidney Pill3
commenieu
uiem
believed
is
juui..
lay
the business district today
Then he asked if the witness by the good reports I heard about
TO
to have caused the death of four per-them. The contents of one box of
thought any woman should be asked this
sous three women and one man.
drove
all
my pains
away
remedy
to live on less than any average wom
Return.
EI Paso
ARKANSAS FIRE & EXPLOSION
and I am happy to state that my cure
an.
un-were
victims
The four probable
ha been Permanent
"Competition might account for tlie
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 Tickets on Sale March 15, 16
conscious, two pinned beneath heavy difference,"
witness.
the
replied
cents.
furniture, according to the last perand 17, 1913. Final Limit,
Co.,
Buffalo,
"To
1,000 girls $3 a week more
son inside the blazing store where than paydo, would
New York, sole agents for the United
March 30, 19)3.
cost
you
$260,000
you
This was J.
the explosion occurred.
States.
a year," stated the senator.
"Would
L. Warren, of Pekin, 111., who entered that make much difference to
Remember the name
Donn's and
your
take no other.
after the explosion and carried Leota dividends?"
Schedto
Willoughby, an unconscious clerk,
"I would say in answer to that that
FOR
NOTICE
safety.
PUBLICATION.
the earnings of one year might no
it appeared that the entire block of be those of other years," said Rosen
of the Interior, U. S.
Pepartment
debe
would
six business buildings
wald.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., March
- A DRAMATIC SCENE.
stroyed. Several persons were attend1, 1913.
when
ing an auction sale in the store
There was a tense, dramatic mo- Notice is hereby given that Roberto
SANTA FE STATION.
ut
the explosion, wnicn .
meut ft(. tne end Qf
l01.enoon Bes.
of Golden, N. M who, on
ABion Qf tnJ gtat(J genate vk,e comm,g. Armijo,
front of the building, occurred.
number of unconscious persons were gjon
escueu.
Julius Rnsp.nwald.
iirpaiHpnf nf
LOSS IS $500,000.
Sears Roebuck & Company,
Hot Springs, Ark., March 7. (2:30
philanthropist and employer
It has been possible so far to of 4000 women,
p. m.)
himself once at the
lives.
of
four
loss
the
confirm
reported
head of a vice investigation commitwere
destroyed tee had been on the witness stand for
Six business houses
ivlth a nrnnertv loss estimated at hours,
testifying to the wage scale
build-- I
$".00,000. The upper floor of the
of his company, and explaining that
occurred,
which
the
in
explosion
ir.g
tr his judgment wages and the imwas used as a sanatorium. All the pa-- I morality of women had little to do with
tlents were removed in safety.
each other.
The small room where the sessions
are being held was packed with a well
THE BOYS GET MASH
dressed crowd, many of them women.
LETTERS AMD NOTES Then a young woman, clad in black
and answering to the name of "Emily"
of
''Roney'a Boys" are a handsome loi took her seat In front of the inqulsi-'ocherubs. They receive "mash let-- ! tors, and by the side of Rosenwald.
sne naci been employed Dy sears
school gins wnom
lire from love-lorthev have nevier seen that nearly Roebuck & Company but left there to
cause spontaneous combustion in the take a better position. Her only critmail sacks. But the endearing terms icism of the firm was that the foreWill Take You There in Style and Comfort.
and anneals for letters and photo woman "scolded" and made some the
luckless culprits, guilty of some infrac- graphs are wasted, for a
:
tion of the rules, or making a mistake
cry.
This did not occur every day, however.
Suddenly attention became acute as
M.
Barratt
Lieutenant Governor
O'Hara, a young man, leanel over,
and, with blushes, asked the witness a
nuistlon which he found difficulty in j
wording.
"We have a great deal of philosophy
RETURN LIMIT SIX MONTHS
here today from the men; now lets find
out what yours is. It a girl was getGRAND CANYON
ting $S a week (the minimum paid ny
YOSEMITE VALLEY
Sears Roebuck & Company, to girls
living alone) and had to support a
Let us Plan Your Trip, Arrange for Sleeping Car Accomwidowed mother, would .you blame
that girl if she if she she commitmodations On Any of Our Through Trains.
ted a crime?"
WHERE TO LAY BLAME.
N. M.
S.
Agent,
The witness looked puzzled for a
moment, and then, comprehending
manager who Is their "guide, philo- looked up frankly and replied: "No,
desire:
who
and
and
friend,"
sopher
I wouldn't."
to keep his boys in unconscious innoto
cence, uses the honeyed epistles
fed his capacious waste basket. Perhaps they will get some in Santa Ke
when they give their attractive enterDISCHARGES
tainment here on March 11.
BELIEVED IN

THE

George van

Capital Bar

haltren, greatest slugger in three decades, lives;

IN AFFLUENCE AND HANDLES

FOR AMUSEMENT.

AN INDICATOR

Schlitz

Lemps

BEER

California Wines

Mm'-ph-

Old

Taylor Whiskey

PHONE 239. W.

1

Pope Motor Cycle

con-por-

sup-lort- s

j

'

j

SANTA

:

j
j

j

outfield, finishing the season with a
batting average of .346.
In 1801 he joined Baltimore, playing
the outfield and short for two seasons,
when Pittsburgh purchased him, In
S94 he went to New York and re
mained until 1904, when he went to
Seattle and did much to put that team
upon its feet.
HE
In 1005 Van Haltren took Oakland,
PLAYNG
w hich had fallen by the wayside, and
under his direction the club won three
pennants.
Van Haltren at one time caught the
cal, both Mrs. Van Haltren and their "Only Nolan,'' the first man in the
two daughters having musical talent v est to throw a curve ball. They were
an invincible battery, striking out so
and training.
Van Haltren was born in St. Louis, many butters they were viewed with
but his parents migrated to Oakland, superstition.
In 1893 Van Haltren was a victim of
Calif., when he was three and he has
ever since made his home upon the second base in Pittsburgh, breaking
hig leg on that "hoodoo bag," where
slope of the Sierras.
At 15 Van Haltren played with the Otis Clymer and Fred Clarke received
Greenwood Morons, representing an injuries;
For 12 years, from 1SS9 to 1901, Van
Oakland business house. His opporunbatted .300 or better; and as
was
Haltren
came
the
when
tunity
pitcher
able to play. He did so well that the for 1901, he says that when Gabriel
learned
regular never came back, and players blows his trumpet it will bemen
who
who had objected because of Van that he hit .300 and that the
did the figuring were in error.
Haltren's youth stopped grumbling,
Van Haltren was one of the fleetIn SS7 Van Haltren's work had at
traded attention and he was signed est men in baseball, having been timby Pittsburgh, but after pitching a ed 100 yeards in 10.3 seconds.
To him Ed Delehanty was the greatfew games he was sold to Chicago, rewas est of all around players, and Christy
maining until the Brotherhood
the most
formed. Jonining Brooklyn, he pitch- Mathewson he considers
ed 23 games, then was shifted to the wonderful of pitchers.
1

Quit

4

"VlP

Few names were better known to
liaseball fans 10, 20 or 30 years i go
than that of George K Van Haltren.
who has played on both coasts and
in the
last thies
decades.
Van Haltren is one of the men who
r.iade baseball better. He lives
in a handsome home in Oakland,
Calif., wealthy enough to spend the
it Bt of his life in idleness did not his
;,nture demand that he pursue an active life.
Van Haltren has laid aside bat and
clove to handle the Indicator, and in
xeason is an umpire! when the season
closes he follows the trade he learned;
us a boy that of lather not because
he needs the money, but to keep busy.
The income from apartment houses
lie owns would keep Van Haltren in
affluence.
His 4G years rest lightly
upon his shoulders. His home is musit,

y

j

-

any other first baseman that lives,
He plays so far from tne bag that the
second baseman can virtually sit on
his sack. But there's a vast difference
between the two positions.
when a
It must be remembered,
southpaw is mentioned as a secondpossibilty, that on every throw
to his first he will be forced to pivot,
Xow just recall the number of close
plays on slow grounds to a second

JOE THINKS CHASE
CANT PLAY BAG 2
Joe Birmingham, manager of the
Cleveland Naps, doesn't believe Hal
Chase will make good at second base
He explains thusly:
"As a first baseman Chase Is a wonder. He can cover more ground than

FROM THE

-

-

CRADLE TO
CHAPTER

1

Cattle Raisers'

rhep-mati-
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Convention,

EL PASO
REDUCED

FIRE KILLS FOUR

AKl.AJ0iO

FARE,

$16.10

Santa Fe,

-

N: M.,

and

1

Foster-Milbur-

For Tickets and

baseman. All th righthander has to
do is to scoop the ball into the first
baseman's' mitt. Can you imagine
would do the trick
how a
(without wasting time even througn
be as fast as Hal?
that
"I don't believe it possible for a
bander, even with the speed of Chase,
to play second base, unless of course,
they decide to shift the bag of the
I osition third now occupies."

Train
ules apply to

left-hand-

H.S. LUTZ,Agt,

left-hand-

e
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SEE THE THE
H.

It's here!"'
"Oh, Mother, Mother!
shouted Jimmy Doolan, excitedly, as be
'
rushed into the kitchen of the old
farmhouse one crisp January morn'
ing upon his return from the milk station and the Sterry Center postofflce.
"What's here by son? The paper?"
asked Mother' Doolan.
"No, no, my contract from the New
York Giants. I'm really going to play
Just think, I'm a profoa- baseball.

i

t:

And then they read again the mys- And I'm going to get real
sional!
aim
uwuuk.ii
money tor it, too. ion won i nave iu.raiuu
ihiiicu neuner uuuersioou.
worry any more now.
iney real
"What Is it, anyway, .lames: unai ized that Jimmy was hired to pitch
does It say?" And Jimmy read the con for the New York Giants and that he
would receive 300 a month for six
tract aloud.
"Oh, I know; it just means that months' play, they thought, and that MURPHY TO CALL
you'll be away all summer and leave he must sign and return the contract
ON MR. WILSON
me alone. But there, boy, you've been at once. Jimmy Doolan was on the
to
I
road
fame.
me
and
won't
to
son
a good
object
to you going. I know you will
Washington, D. C. March 7. President Wilson today began conferences
(To Be Continued.)
j
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j
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San Francisco,
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URINARY

PEERLESS BAR

24 K0URJ
Each Cap- - S
sul bears IMIDYJI
the name W V S
Beuart efcottntttfeitt',
ALL DBCOC1ST8

Santa Fe,

LUTZ,

j

Fine

Imported

and

Domestic Wines, Liquors

AND CIGARS

GREGG & COLE, Props.

W

FRIDAY, MARCH

Established

The Most Complete Line
NEW SPRING AND SUMMER

DRESS GOODS
Ever Offered to the .People of Santa Fe.

ADOLF

SELIGMAN

GOODS

DRY

AND
CORDUROYS
WELTS, COTTON
ZEPHand
WHIPCORD3, SILK MORQUISETTES
YRS. Fine assortment of NOVELTIES; also complete line of WHITE GOODS AND TRIMMINGS.

MILLINERY

INFANT'S and CHILDREN'S

MRS. W. LINDHARDT

WHITE DRESSES

WARBLERS
j

"LET WOMEN REFRAIN FROM SING- See Our Windows,
Special Display.
,
David Bispham,
125 Palace Ave
ING SONGS WRITTEN FOR MEN"!
who sang at the Elks' theater
here last night, leaves this evening
"TOO
HE
DECLARES;
PHONE 180.
5T.
210 SAN
for the coast. Mr. Ilisphuin is registered at the Palace hotel.
HE ADDS.
Attorney E, ('. Wade, Jr., of Las
and was exceedingly amused when a!
Crimen, is here on legal business, lie
slate senator who was at. the con i.
is stopping at. the Palace.
INSURE WITH IIAYWARD AM) REST CONTENT.
LAUDS WOMEN'S CLUBS
!rni
last night, said: "Air. Bispham,
well
hotel
known
"Shorty" Frank,
a11 r'u"1 except
likt'd
p'b1'11"1
a
man of Espanola,, left yesterday for
in Turv
UlVt 'for one thing."
rUK All!
his home, lie discovered while here
"What was that?" asked Mr. Hisp
that he did not break a rib in the auto
ham, his eyes growing large with inwreck which, however, caused many
"You wish a musical message to the fl,lil.y
bruises.
American music-lovinpeople.' ine'.
WANTED A DRINK.
H. .T. Jlendenhall. of Koswell, is at
here goes: For heaven's sake, don't
"That was your refusal to leave the'
the European hotel.
women
Let
refrain
mix your songs,
INSURE WITH WAYWARD AND BE SURE,
stage for those five minutes
you
Mr. and Mrs. C. Johnson, of Denfrom singing songs written for men! '
about," sai dthe lawmaker. "Do
ver, are sightseers at the Montezuma.
Thus spoke David Uisphani, world you think a fellow never wants to get
lion. O. A. Larruzolo, well known
famed baritone, who gave a recital a'. a smoke or a little liquid refresh11
is
from
and
the
here
orator,
lawyer
I.I...
tlmofap lot lllullt 1111,1 wlir ment, 'between the acts?' " .Mr. Hisp
Meadow City on business before the
in
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
ham roared with laughter a deep and
spent the forenoon sightseeing
state supreme court.
Santa Fe today.
rich, baritone roar which filled th.
11. M. Gilbert, pianist who is tourIF IT'S REAL ESTATE,! II A V WARD HAS IT.
Mr. Bispham formerly was a grand lobby of the hotel and climbed up the
ing the country with David Bispham,
and has been singing in stairs lo the third story,
star
opera
is spending the day in Santa Fe sightpublic all over the world for the past; Ml. Hfspham and Mr, Gilbert leavd
seeing and calling on friends.
years. Hut lie had been heard tuiight. for El Paso; thence they
Former Territorial Treasurer and twenty
social affairs for years before his lrn (,nt,t lind SOon they cross the
Mrs. Samuel Eldodt, of Chaniita, are debut in
New
we
operas and recitals,
country again, going to Honolulu and
registered at the Palace.
and is a keen thence to Australia,
much
He
traveled
has
for
!
H. U Rickley of Raton, is here on
.
observer. It was a pleasure, there-.TIlii) llas ),,, a JolIy d;)y for mfi
one
business.
New
, ui,a
fere to talk to him and get his view". ;u.,i,i
ui,t,r, ti.io
Airs. William Prince came in Horn'
of
full
a
,
,ike'
u varle(y 0f subjects.
Plin)a K,,.
s.ulla
Kspanola yesterday making the trip
all
of your mountain
"1 do not believe in being an extrem-- ! cau't get enough
us,
on horseback, and declaring it to be
because Home worn- scenery even with snow and clouds
will
be
a most enjoyable ride. Mrs. Prince ist anil saying that
arms which look very pretty t ying to separate me from it."
came to enjoy the Bispham concert en have
as they play the harp, men would not
I Will. Trade Will,
H, C. YONTZ, SAN
and returned to her home today.
ST.
attempt to learn that instrument. Hut
Dr. E. Almon Ix'onard, who has beer I do think that it is positively ridicu- COLORADO COPES
,
ill recently, and unable to attend tc lous
the way many of our American
WITH MENACE
his office work, has recovered, and
sing songs which were written
gills
has resumed his practice.
The doc for men exclusively.
For Instance,
tor can be found at his office this that song I sang last night about the
Denver, Colo., March ".The
week.
vrk is for a man who is wooing Ins providing for the registration of
Thomas P. Gable arrived on last sweetheart and invites her to come DUt fasf 8 ot. "bercuIosls with local health
evening's train from Dawnon, and wi.ljand walk in the sunshine. Only a few authorities and fumigation of qiuvLer.-- A. WILLIAMS,
remain for a short stay, looking after nights ago I saw a program in which occupied by them was untie ready to
business matters.
several songs for men were sung by a be sent to Governor Amnions todajv.'hcn the senate approved
amendMiss Jennie Iititl, who has beenioman."
ments adopted by the house.
,
MANY
MUSIC,
LOVE
visiting her sister, Mrs. G. G. User
The house on third
ReLines.
at Wolf City, Texas, returned home
Mr. Rlsnham
then discussed the the McDonald hill for reading passftf!
legulating the
lust evening. Mrs. User accompanied status of music in this country. "It '
Best Rigs you
loan shark" business.
It also pas- her to this city and will be the guest ii, most encouraging to note the atten-o- f sed
the Adrourell bill permitting elr. '
the family for a few days.
tion given music in our lnrger cities dren to attend the nearest
PROMPT SERVICE.
TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
SADDLE PONIES.
school even
K. C. Burke, former postmaster of and in fact in the smaller places the
in
it
is
another district: th'
Phone 139. 310 San Francisco St.
Santa Fe, is reported quite ill today standard is satisfactory.
Men and though
Fincher railroad commission bill pelat St, Vincent's
sanitarium. Mr. women realize more and more that mitting the state railroad commission
Burke was feeling badly yesterday af-- i 'music hath charms' as the poet wrote, lo
institute proceedings on its o n'
ternoon but last night he grew sudden- - land these charms are none other than
initiative; the bill providing for the;
t
Influences
tlie
refinement.
Put
worse.
for
of
his friends called
ly
Many
calling of grand juries in counties of
up the New Mexican office and the ip primarily woman whose sensitive, the first, second and third class, and
to
the in cities
sanitarium today to inquire about his delicate nature is adapated
operating under a special char
condition.
terpretation of music. It is to worn ter.
jen women in clubs and organizations
The house also adopted a memorial
that we singers are deeply indebted to congress
GUN NAMED "WOOOROW."
demanding thorough inves- I
do
to
not
for
engagements
sing.
Newport News., Va March 7. The
tigatlon of the riotous scenes atte.n'-- i
we
know
what
music
would
without
,
dp
h mm iiinnte,i
fho n.-- !
first
lug the suffragist parade in Washtpg-tm- ,
We Buy and Sell for Cash. We Will Save You Money
March 3, and the punishment ot
battleship Texas, under construction loving women, may .7.the Lord bless!
here, has been named by workmen them:"
the responsible parties. The menior
on Your Feed Bills. Let us have
"Js everyone able to appreciate mil ial was
"YVoodrow."
Until the mighty dreadintroduced by Representatives
asked
the
isic,"
reporter.
Order and Convince You.
the
nought goes out of commission
Agnes Riddle and Frances I.ee.
"Just one in a thousand is a natural
gun will be known as "YVoodrow" by
j born
musician," replied the baritone
all jackies.
i"aud we might, as well admit this fact.
jTo appreciate music requires study
'for the other nine hundred and ninety-jn:neM. O'CONNELL,
Consumption
But I do believe that most
Anyone inleieled in the treatment of
16 GALISTEO STREET.
C)nsiiiutt(,ii should fit't oii of Hit' bookcan learn to love music and get
Phone 214 J
Kansas City, Mo., March 7. Thomas
lets lelllntf of reeoveiii's hy till1 use of
a great deal out of it. For instance Hollowell, a
KekinanV .Xlti'fcrtive.
I'oiiKlis. still, horn
in
marshal
deputy
charge
Co, Is ami I'lieuimmlti may lie - the beginmen are so nbsorbed in business of the
in the Hyde murder trial,
troubles- Kekman'a jnany
ning of more
matters that they never get a chance told jury
Ailerarive is tile otl'eelive remedy. Head
I'orterlleld today he had
Mr. Knnnly's stnteniriii
Jto train their ears and love music, been Judge
offered a bribe of $1000 to bring
Siirjiloua. X. V.
Hut when these men are taken to con"iletitUonen for live or six years I was
a hung jury in the case and $1500 to
troubled with eotiKli ami expeetonttion. I certs by their wives or
daughters and
DISTRIBUTOR OF
also hail a iiiyh lever. My ease was
about an acquittal,
.fudge
is
told
is
and
what
what
not, they tring
good
'onsniiiplion by my iibysleinn.
issued a warrant for the arwas Kiven I'od l.iver Oil. 4'reosote and
learn
to
music
gradually
appreciate
nil willioiit benefit.
other
and one no longer sees women sitting rest of a juryman in the second Hyde
Christ inniK lime, limii, I was not ex.
to Hollowell,
trial, who, according
1!.
II.
live.
Hr.
lo
BUDWE1SER IN BOTTLES
without escorts at. the opera.
Calling
ported
Ahe ndvis-- d liie use of
made the offer. A John Doe warrant
SING IN ENGLISH.
of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
Manufacturer
lterative, whirh I look with exeellent re"And you think singing in English was issued.
sults, and Mas entirety enred. I have
water.
ti out in all weathSained in weight.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Frank P. Walsh, chief counsel for
win neip interest the men ' was as,:- ers and have had no rough or eold whatthe defense, said: "I don't believe
35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.
I
ever.
ed.
TELEPHONE
wive these faets to eueouniKH
others lo use Keknlan's Allei'ative." '
"I certainly do," he replied. "Ouritlu're 1s a word of truth in the whole
iNworn Allidavln .IAS. W. KAXAl.Y.
American men most of 'em have no story."
Kokinnii's Alterative is elTeetive In
Asthma. Hay Fever ; Throat and
time to dabble with Kalian, French,
Judge I'oilei fiold said he had known
the
I.uiim Troubles, aud in unbuildiug
German and Spanish.
In fact they of the alleged attempt since last
system. Iloes not eontain poisons, opiates
or habit forinluir drus. Ask for booklet
are kept extremely busy to muster up Thursday and had been working ever
telling' of reeoveries. mid write to Kekinnn
p. Hiiflicient command of the
Laboratory. I'hiladi'Ipliia. I'll., for more eviEnglish since to get the alleged briber into a
all
dence. For sale by
leading druggist! language to keep abreast of the times. trap.
and by Zook's Pharmacy in Santa Fe. We will discourage them if we. chant
EGGS FOR HATCHING
.
in Italian or German.
They will de- FOUGHT THE TRUST
it.
is a 'Chinese show' and
clare that
FOR FOUR YEARS.
leave. There is no doubt
the lin- Omaha, Neb., March 7. Theodore
H.
KAUNE
CO. guist and music ian can that
appreciate Coffey, of Greenfield, la., ; an impleBecause there you will have a
tl.ese foreign languages, but we Ameri-- ! ment dealer with stores ' in eleven
cans are poor linguists.
The early hatched Chick makes
We have towns of Vestern Iowa, today furnish-chance to succeed. There climate,
Where Quality Governs the Price not a string of foreign nations around
the Winter Layer
ed the experiences of a big dealer in
soil and water, in conjunction with
us, or at our doors, requiring a polyExto
Special
harvesting machinery
and Price the Quality
EGGS FOR THE TABLE.
FRESH
glot tongue to make oneself under- aminer Robert
intelligent labor, work wonders.
in
defense
the
Taylor
stood.-'
of the International Harvester com-- '
Alfalfa,
fruits, garden truck, poulVISITS PALACE.
to the government suit charging
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
Mr. Bispham spent much time at pany
and
try
dairy products point the
t
violation of the Sherman
rv
i
1... i ,1
me
,
uiu jriuace ui uiv uuveriiuitj going
315 Palace Ave.
Phone 204 J.
IW.
to more than a mere living.
way
room
room
with
K.
after
iI Air. Coffey testified that he had
through
Chapman, assistant director of the
four years
New Mexico niusemg and with H. H. fought the International for
Colonist Excursions
formation because it tried to
has done much to after its
Bone Codfish,
Dorman, who
contract.
him
exclusive
an
force
upon
arouse interest in Santa Fe's antiqui"1 told them to take their stock and
March 15th to April !5th
15, 25c ties. "I think these
cliff rooms intensely interest get out," he said. "Nobody can run
my business. I took on other lines and
ing, " exclaimed the singer, as ne view
19M. Then one way scfuud-i-lastick-ct- s
ed picture after picture, photos and tougnt it out.
from Santa Fe, N. M., to Loa An-ad-- ,
the
On
witness
oil paintings.
Later he paid a high'
li'S, Sun Francisco, Sau Diego and
works mitted that "four years of the fight;
comnliment to Carl Lotave's
to many ntlu-Mhieli are in the T'uve and Rito rooms made it plain to me I could not do a
points in California
successful business without the InterSoused
will be sold for $;!0.00. Corresponding
of the Old Palace.
Fire, Life, Accident
Mr. Bispham was much pleased with national line and I took it on without
fare from points on otlur lines in
a "musical rock wnien Mr. v.nap i.;aKiiig an exclusive contract."
Plate
disss, Etc. Etc
wuh lim bun ui
Libera)
1 lb. can
cases
and
man took out of one of the
stopover privileges.
i
fas-struck with a key. The tone
Three fast trains dally from Kansas
Chowder,
e'nated the baritone.' "I think that Is
City cany tourist sleepers and free
'C " he exclaimed, calling his piano
chair cars, llarvey imals.
accompanist, Mr. Gilbert, to his side.
Farms
Property,
City
"No. it is B flat," he finally said. Then
Ranches, Orchards
For tickets, reservato the intense delight of all present
Deviled
Land
B
out"
a
fiat
tone
Mr. Bispham "rung
Grants,
tions, information and
ciear as a oeu, nun w own vuuai
copy of ".San Joaquin
chords.
Valley" folder, apply
The singer then visited the Old
Church and asked Brother David to
ring the old bell of 1356 again and
II.S.LL'TZ, Ajrt., SANTA FE, N. M
Of
again, as he "drank in" the ricn
tones. Thence Mr. Bispham and Mr.
Gilbert looked at the "oldest house"
with
and also visited other houses
Telephone 194 W., Room
patios or placitaa which so often fascinate the tourist. "It is a pleasure to
LAL'GIILIN building,
AMADO GUTIERREZ, Proprietor.
nee that your modern brick bungalow
KAUNE
H.
CO. idea has not removed these fine old
Cakes
SANTA FE - NEW MEXICO Bread, Rolls, all kinds of
houss.e" said the visitor. "Your city's
a Specialty.
Pies, Wedding Cakes
Kaune Uroaery Co. handle our Caties,
unique charm remains as long as these
Bread and Hulls.
Scratch Pada sf ail descriptions aa
adobes are held Bacred."
COUGHS and rCOLDS
FOR
SO
centl PHONE
J. 108 SALI9TEO ST
all qualities, 10 pounds for
Cfclldrai
CmUIm No Opiates
Mr. Bispham met many of the New
Freth Made Pretzels.
New Mexican office.
FOR ftALE BY ALL DRUGGIST
.
Mexico legislators at the Palace hotel
y
world-fame-

biui-tone-

d
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If CARE and ACCURACY in preparation

j

JOSEPH

this very

SHOWING.

AY WARD,

B.

MANAGER,

re-a- t

SELIGMAN BROS. COMPANY

Year
That the
have
entered
each
just
maybe
and every
a Happy
Health and Prosperity. With
Year, year
favors shown
thanks for
and hoping your

OUR WISH

1

.,..,..,.,

New Year Resolution

TRUST CO,

UNITED STATES BANK

CAPITAL $50,000 00
Business

Does a General Banking

N. B. LAliGHLIN,

B. LAMY,

THE
BARN
STAR PROPRIETOR.
W.
GENERAL LIVERY

W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier

President.

J.

FrSsCO

i

Your Patronage Solicited

t.

Entire Stable

Hack and Baggage
stocked.

can get.

-

DON DIEGO ADDITION
TO THE CITY OF SANTA FE
In

See Us

Precinct

No. 4

(South Side)

at Once and Get Your Choice of Lots in one of the
Most Desirable Residence Sections of the City.

and Grain
HayWholesale
and Retail

14-l-

atrial

j

O. C. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

SURETY

BONDS.

$1,000 BRIBE

.

Phone, 189 J.
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
119 San Francisco St., :

peo-Ipl-

:

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone,

66-6-

f 30

Main.

Next Door to Postoffice,

THE

SNTA

FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.

OFFERED HIM

Manager.

e

1

aHENRY KRICKe

:

MULLIGAN & RISING,

(

LEMFS KEG and BOTTLE BEER

litedk-ines-

MoCar-thy-

Hron-elilti-

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
104 DON

GASPER ST.

Telephone

9 W

S.C.Buff Orpingtons

5.

$2.00.3 EGGS

8

You Will Like

CALIFORNIA

1

I

FERTILIZERS
FINELY GROUND

FOR

LAWNS, GARDENS,

GREENHOUSES,

TC.

Lawn Dressing, per cwt, .
$2.50
Blood and Bone Fertilizer, per cwt
2.95
Shrubbery and Vines Fertilizer, per cwt,, . 2.75
Florist Steamed Pure Bone Meal, per cwt., . 3 00
ASK TO SEE SAMPLES.
MEX.
GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE, SANTA FK, NEW
19 VV.
Telephone

In the Cold

Weather a

Rug or Carpet

IS A GREAT COMFORT.

We have some of the
Finest Brussels Carpets and
Rugs to
attract the eye and meet the purse.
We also have some Handsome Furniture,
including an Oak Dining: Room Set Which is displayed in our show windows. We ask you to
see this set and also a "great variety of Dishes
which We axe Goinf to Close Out at Cut Prices from
today
Well-Ma-

THE

AKERS
AND

WAGNER

de

UNDERTAKING

FURNITURE CO.

97

FIVE

CO.

are of importance
You Want Our Policies!

IZED

of

NEW IN

EVERYTHING

A WORD TO

rnn

The new .RISH SUITINGS, WOVEN POMPADOUR SILKS, all colors, CREPE DE DUXE and
CREPE
FAILLE, ITALIAN RATINES, MERCER-

early and take advantage

BISPHAM SAYS

(Owing to the great interest man!
fested in the Personal Column, the
New Mexican requests its readers to
send in by mail (a postcard will do)
or by telephone (call "31 J") items for
this column. By doing so the' readers will confer a favor on the New
Mexican and on their friends. Com
munications sent by mail should bear!
the signature of the writer).

Gil

SELIGMAN BROS

REMARKABLE

PERSONALS

190

Incorporated

1856

i'Come

r'AGC

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

1913.

7,

We
Have

anti-trus-

FOR LENT

!

'

Mackerel, 12,
French Sardines

Pullman-compartme-

Mustard Sardines

Sardines in Tomato Sauce
Mackerel
Tuna Fish, JIb.can
30c
Clam
Clams,
Clam Juice
Japanese Crab Meat

Crabs

FRESH OYSTERS

Celery,

Lettuce,

&c.

INSURANCE

n

i

"Bring
Home a
Bottle of

mm

8

Where Prices are Lowest
tor Safe Quality

REAL ESTATE

Etc

Surety

Bonds

All Kinds.

U

for

5.

JOHMES

SANITARY BAKERY.

Williaa
Cold"

.

26

J
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THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

Fe New Mexican

VALLEY RANCH,

Fe Postoftlce
Entered as Second Class Matter at tho Sontn
Published Dally
The Santa Fe New Mexican
Review
Mexican
New
English Weekly
The
Spanish Weekly
El Nuevo Mexlcano

CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROFITS, $250,1 900

1ST. JVC.

R.

SUBSCRIPTION

Weekly,

Dally, par quarter, by

Organized

in 1870,

the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
determines IU adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules its policy, but the bank Is not living on Its history
but depends for Its prosperity upon adaptability to presenflme

Is

Growth

'Where are you going to spend your vacation? If you enjoy dancing, Bal ing, hunting, horseback riding tennis
rluying, trap shooting and all out door sports come to Valley Ranch. Two pud three rom bungalows with bath,
one and two room cabins or rooms in him in building.
Accommodations already reserved ahead to July, Is
Yours?

11.25

Booklet Free on Request

tt.BO
.BO

Weekly, tlx monttis

1.00

per year

earrltr

Vice-Prer-ide- nt.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

RATES

Dally, per quarter, by mall

S5.00
S2.60

Dally, per year, by mall
Daily, $lx months, by mall

L. A, HUGHES,

The Oldest Bank in the State.

President
General Manager
Editor
Associate Editor

Stauffer
Charles
Wight Gldditigs
j.
William F. Brogan
M.

J. PALEN,
President.

I

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Bronsou M. Cutting

7, 1913.

--

I

needs.
Commercial Bills discounted.
Credit and Deposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries.
Coupons collected and cashed. Stock Exchange Sales and Purchases effected.
Telegraphlo
transfers of money made.
It Is Important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers In regard to your banking
business.
t-day

K-

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO- -

THE VALLEY RANCH,

g

"All of Today's News Today"

REMARKS

AS

frKe

THE

give is a gem. Those of us who have
heard this delightful company would
not miBS it, and all who go can be as-- '
sured of an evening of enjoyment.
Then ahead of us still, is one of the
big musical comedii s of the present
time: "The Siren, with Uonaltf urian
.,
!.
t.. ........... dt .........
l.n .......

BYSTANDER
SEES IT

B. READ,
FRANK McKANE,
DAVID BISPHAM, ARTIST.
Cashier.
Assistant Cashier.
Rnrelv. verv rarelv. is Santa Fe
eu
"
OUR
PER
CENT
Per
Annum
Paid on TIME DEPOSITS
Interest
The best thing on the payroll is the
worked hard to get this great piece
Hint nf biRt eveninii. and it is unlor
iiiplafn at ?:.! per day.
for
and
his
efforts
should
Santa
Fe,
could
neonle
nf mir
.
be appreciatel.
. ,
One feature of this
.,, tr a,.ir.v
OFFICE 31 W EDITORIAL ROOMS31
- - it.
"
Well, Major, the Western Union IS
musical comedy is the costumes. J he
IJis-i
of
Mr.
One pleasing feature
still doing business at the same old
chorus bus abandoned the tights and
phalli's concerts consists of the short j usual clothing, or lack of clothing, and
stand.
IN THE
which
he
gives
of
explanation
preface
appears in rich gowns of the most arIt is right that the people should know what is being done by the legisThe major ought to get busy. Only and the explanation at the? opening, tistic and beautiful
creation. This
EDDY DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.
lature, and why certain things are being done.
if
Americans!
that
coal
the
he
to
declared
hen
seven days left
investigate.
should make a strong appeal to the
fMANCFACTUREB OF
The salary bill, which has been the great hone of contention and which oil inspector.
inucli
time
would spend as
learning ladies
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be called upon to pay. Also lei it be remembered that the attempt to pass for Charley Spiess rennining in Santa dramatic fervor and power. It was
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Fine Remedy for
A Backward Child
the general heaUh Is
now the accepted cause of backwardness In children. So In the case of a
backward child it Is best to look toIt will
wards building up Us health.
usually be found that the main trouble
is in the food, in lack of assimilation
Iff
I
.nd digestion. Hence care should b?
taken in the kind of food given to the
child. This, with plenty of air and cx-- l
ficise, should bring about a change
for the better.
Watch the conditions of the bowels, :.
to note whether the waste is being!
HARRY BRUNTY
passed off or not, or whether it is
being passed too freely If either con-- ! latter for families who need it regulardit ion prevails give a small dose of ly.
that gentlest of all laxative-tonics- ,
Syrup Pepsin has no equal as a
Thou- cure for constipation, indigestion, bil
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin.
sands of mothers will testify to thej iousness, headaches, sour stomach, gas
wonders it has wrought in the lives on the stomach, liver trouble and kindcf their children, and for that reason red complaints. It has so many adlegions of families, like those of Mrs. vantages that those who once use it
J. E. 'lirunty. 1903 Otli Ave., Nashville, forever after discard cathartics, salts,
Tenn., are never without it in the pills and other coarse remedies, for
house.
Mrs. Hrunty writes: "Harry they are seldom advisable and should
had always been constipated until
never be given to children.
gave him Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin.
If no member of your family has
1
am certainly going to keep
this ever used Syrup Pepsin and you would
medicine in the house in future for t like to make a personal trial of it
know it to be good." Tt is pleasant before buying it in the regular way ot
to the taste and so perfectly safe that a druggist, send your address a pos
it is given to infants and yet is equal- tal will do to Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 417
ly effective for grown
people. All Washington St., Monticello, 111., and
druggists sell it and the price is only a free sample bottle will be mailed
fifty cents and one dollar a bottle, the you.
slate
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Beat

;

Continue It Only a Brief Period and
the Good Results W.lll Surprise You.
A low

est and roughest part of a hill the
was overturned, throwing; bothl
the ladii'H out backwards, Mrs. Stone
fulling upon her head upon the rocky
roadway. She was rendered unoon-- ,
scions for several hours and is suffer-- .
ing severely still from the many injuries she received. Miss Van Home;
ehcaped with only a few minor bruises!
and is able to care lor her mother.
The hack was converted Into an nmbu- lance to bring her in to town and she
is having the benefit of skilled phy-- j
siclans and a trained nurse. We trust
she will suffer no permanent injury.
Mrs. Stone haB been especially un- fortunate in the matter of getting hurt
of late years. She has never fully re-covered from initiries received In a
similar accident three years ago. We1
'
hope her run of bad luck is now over

of

j

j
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WANTS

MASONIC.

Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
cotumunl-Regular
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic Hall at

TUBERCULAR GERMS
flourish in the most unexpected
places and quickly attack a
body weakened from colds i
or general debility, but if
the lungs are fortified with

Kinsell,

M.

WANTED
Freeman,

-

a

7:30.

WMI7JW

a rook. .Mrs.. Ceorj
j;, K. Dp V irgns street.

Wanted

j

E. R. I'AU.. W. M.
LI NX ICY, Secretary.

Men's washing. Mrs.
IIS San Francisco St.

SALK CabinPt sewing machine, brass bed and other furniture.
in College street.

Santa. Fe Chapter No
1, K. A. M.
Regular
RENT A three or six room
convocation
second
ApMonday of each month oiise I'uruished or unfurnished.
at Masonic Hall at ply to I). S. I.owitzki.
i':30 p. m.
Want to sc or trade your property ?
J. A. MASSIF,
H. P. Ack for fin r free big list. Sollhwest
ARTHUR S ELI OMAN,
l.ral Estate Exchange, Moriarty, N.
Secretary.

SCOTT'S EMULSION
their progress can be prevented and often overcome. SCOTT'S EMULSION is used in tuberculosis camps because its highly concentrated nourishment builds strength and resistive-powe- r
faster than

i

disease destroys. It assimilates without
taxing digestion, and contains no alcohol.

WOMAN BUVS LOT
AND FINDS SHE
HAS HOUSE TOO
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Santa

Ke Commandery
No. 1, K. T. Regular

FOR SALE Second hand
buggy,
conclave fourth Mon- used only a short time, rubber tires.
day in each month at automnhle seat. Cost $12.1, will take
Masonic Hail at 7:30 $G. Call 22:: Ilickox ; treet.

Absolutely nothing equals SCOTT'S
EMULSION to strengthen the lungs and
drive out colds and coughs.

p. in.

l.os Angeles, Calif., .March 7. Build-iSeoTT & Bownk, Bloouifkkl, N. J.
ROOMS FOR RENT One of two
WESLEY O. CONNER, JR E. C.
iws
u a house on the wrong 'ot was the
E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
furnished rooms and a suite of rooms
cause of a
lawsuit
all with steam heat and modern conwhich was tried before Judge Craig in
Santa Fe Lodge of Pe?--, veniences. Apply 1!;'.7 Washington
the superior court here. To add furthfection No. 1, 14th de- avenue.
er to the complication the house and
gree. Ancient and Ac- both lots have since been soid.
cepted Scottish Rite of .SALESMAN to sell new education
Samuel E. Scott, as owner of lot
Free Masonry meets on specialty to school boards. Exclusive
;;7 of the Park tract ,in Huntington
Liberal
the third Monday of earn month at territory. No competition.
to be eminent of the I'nited States should 7: so o'clock in the evening in the New proposition. Union School Furnishing
An international celebration
park, contracted with the' Provident
Rite Company, 1034 W. Van Buren St., ChiHnildiug and Loan association to build luld in El Paso in J915 in which the .participate in the said celebration be-- , Cathedral.
Visiting Scottish
him a house. Mrs. Grace Greenwood. I'nited States government, any portion cause of the successful building of the. Masons are cordially invited to attend. cago, 111.
owner of lot 3fi, went one day to look of the renubllc of Mexico that may be greatest of the irrigation projects, on
JAMES A. MASSIE, 32,
at her property and found on it a new left by that .time, New .Mexico and the Rio Grande, which is commonly'
Venerable Master.
TYPEWRITERS
f'ne bungalow, so she moved in. She 'Texas are to participate, formed the; known as the "American Nile," which! CHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
Ribbons and suphad no idea who had been so kind as object of a resolution which passed the project rivals the great English As-- I
platens furnished.
) furnish
a new home for her. but she house yesterday and which brought to somin dam on t lie Nile
river in!
plies, Typewriters sold, exchcanged
B. P. O. E.
testified that she asked no questions. Santa Fe an enthusiastic bunch of Egypt
Santa Fe LodgeNo and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guarThe Title Insurance and Trust com- - Mesilla valley boosters who worked
Now, Therefore, He it Resolved by
P. O. E.
460, B.
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Expany, from which Scott had obtained hard to get it through. An effort wilJ the house of representatives of the
holds its regular
Phone 231 W.
a loan with which to build his home, be made to put the resolution through legislature of the state of New MexBession on trie sec- change,
'later sold the lot for $1000. As this in-- , the senate before the week end ad- ico (the senate concurring therein):
fourth
and
ond
volved the matter, the Provident, as- - Journment. The resolution is self ex-- !
That a vote of thanks and apprecia
Wednesday ct each Rooms, Houses
Ranches
tion is hereby extended by the state
sedation bought Mr. Greenwood's planatory and is as follows:
month.
Vititiug
or
to
Mexico
iuvR-eNew
the
house and lot, or its own house and
I'nited
States
You
are
brothers
Have
to
What
Rent?
whereas, through the efforts of the
MORE OIL FILINGS.
trict.
to the officials ol the
mi as me case may oe, lor soon,
and welcome.
List It with MRS. SUMMERS, Room
government of the I'nited States, act-- , government and
John Nix & Company have COO acres "Then the Provident
Several thousand acres of lands have
of
reclamation
service
Cnited
the
FRANK T. BLAND Y,
V., Laughlin BIock.
Building and ing by and through the reclamation
been filed on in the past few weeks. signed up at Jtoswell and the farmers Loan association
Exalted Ruler,
suit against service, the largest irrigation enter-- States, for their active interest in the
Rooms and houses furnished or
brought
and
men
business
enthuthere are
This is government land and good oil
P M. A. LIENAU,
A- - select
Scott to recover a balance of $G00 prise in the United States, namely the needs of the state of New Mexico and
list always on
prospects, according to the knowing siastic Fort Sumner Review.
Secretary
which it alleges was still due on the; Rio Grande project, or as it is other-- for the energy and ability displayed
band.
OTHER PLACES HAVE IT.
ones. Great interest has lately been
execuin
them
the
and
conception
bouse contract. After hearing the evi- wise known, the Elephant Rutte dam, by
How would it seem to pass across
manifested.
The best showing are
Fe
Santa
dence Judge Craig ordered the case located 1 10 miles north of El Paso, tion of the work upon the said irrigaCamp
to
Socorro
of
the
without
evident.'
about ten or twelvs miles
city
having
13514. M. w. a Saves You Time and Money.
submitted on briefs and will render a Texas, and !)0 miles north of Las tion project; and
wade
east of Artesia. It is also stared that
through pools of mud and water decision later.
Be It Further Resolved, That the
meets second TnesCruces, New Mexico, on the Rio
many tilings have been made east of! caused by wasted water from broken
in the fertile Rio Grande val- congress of the United States be and
day each month, soGrande,
Artesia Advocate.
pipes? One pipe on the south sida
Dayton
state
cial meeting third PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
ley, is to be completed during the it is hereby requested by the
of the plaza has been sending a spray OOGS FURNISH
of New Mexico to officially ask the reTuesday at Fire1915; and
year
out
of
into
water
middle
of
the
the
WANTS BADGER FIGHT.
man's Hall. Visitpublic of Mexico to participate in the
THE POWER FOR
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
Whereas, by virtue of such Rio celebration
street for tne last tllree raonth8 at
and xposition to be held ing neighbors welcome.
Henry Abel brought in a badger
of
acres
Grallde
of
thousands
as
as
Ieast
Prject
the
known
is
far
ROLLER
SKATES
only
cut-ofin
m
Consul.
of
Paso
El
G.
said
the
A.
f
on
him
from his run
the
with
WH1TTIER,
year
city
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
laid will be reclaimed and made avail- s beeu made
and
on Tuesday evening. It was one of 'fffort to 8toP tne leak
A. E. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.
able for beautiful and attractive and 1915;
City Attorney.
a
now
it.
around
Just
by
tying
rag
Be It, Further Resolved, That the
the largest seen by those who viewCapital City Bank Building,
Newarkthe March
productive orchards and homes; and state of New Mexico
ODD FELLOWS,
extends
ed it, and caused quite a bit of talk. an expansive mud puddle ornaments girls
of!
Fiatbush
section
hereby
Rooms
the eaBt side of the plaza. Who is Rrnnidvn h..v invent nnw wv nf Whereas, the people of El Paso coun- - a cordial invitation to the
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
president
Henry claims it fought so hard, lie
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
for
state
this
Rio
of
the
the
and
Texas,
ty,
responsible
Fe
people
disgraceful
Santa
Rio!
to
Lodge
of
the
the
wantUnited
States
was forced to kill it, but that he
visit
getting over the smooth pavements at Grande
of
and
to
in
don't
the
are
New
affairs,
why
proper
Mexico,
meets
valley,
regularly
Grande valley in the year 1915, during;
a
ed to bring it in alive, so as to have
are training dogs
rate.
G. W. PRICHARD,
Socorro Chief-tan- . to rapid them on They
hold a great irrigation and industrial tlie
8 o'clock
the pleasure of witnessing a hadir authorities get busy
roller skates.
holding of said celebration and ex-- ; every Thursday evening at
pull
and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Attorney
broth-erIn
in
the
El Paso
year 1915, position and to participate In the In Odd Fellows Hail. Visiting
exposition
fight. An attempt is being made to
hH the District Courts
The
"craze"
in
for
of
novel
form
this
Practices
ICE
NEW
comPLANT.
to commemorate the building and
always welcome.
formal opening of the said irrigation
get another for a fight. Mr. Abel will
and gives special attention to case
locomotion was started by a lad on
Butte
at
of
the
is
now
Silver
dam,
in
pletion
Elephant
rf
City
possession
have the skin tanned as a souvenir.
project; and
before the State Snnreme Court.
road, who put shoulder harness which celebration it is
a new industry, that of manufacturing Beverly
planned to ofBe It Further Resolved, That the FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA. n,,w. ,
,., Po v
Helen News.
,,; ,,,,,
on his pull dog and had his brother
flood
the
of
the
ice. The new plant for this purpose,
gates
congress of the United States be, and
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular
a block away and call the dog. ficially open
stand
and
which was only recently completed
it is hereby, requested to make nn meeting on the first Thursday of each
FOUND DEAD.
The dog dashed down the Btreet pull- great irrigation project;
HARRY D. MOULTON,
and Which adjoins and is connected
Whereas, the said irrigation project appropriation in the sum of $2000 in rnontn at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m
Attorney-at-Law- .
on
the
rollers.'
inventor
B.
Glover
ing
afternoon
Saturday
Tnckito tne eect,.lc ,i t and
,
welnlunt
and
in a sense an international project, order that the government
invited
are
is
brothers
of
the Visiting
was found dead near a cainp of
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
f
Other
this
experinoticing
boys,
the
Power
cltv
In
come.
svel.
company,
this, that the same is being built by United States may participate In the
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
ployes of the X I T ranch on the Texas, wag
BENITO ALARID, President.
jn oporatjOI1 f(. the fi.ht ment, brought out their dogs and train- the government of the United States, said celebration; and
Land
Claims and Contests a Specialty
line ruck lived near Endee and was time paced
ed
them
to
remained
It
skaters.
draw
Wednesday and the flr9t cakfl of
Be It; Further Resolved, That duly DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
by virtue of a treaty with the republic
. Chas. R. Easley,
Chas. F. Easlcy,
for Theodore Peters, a student in the of
employed by the X I T ranch to hulld ice wa8 pulled Saturday.
which
resoluMexico,
of
authenticated
this
treaty provides,
.
copies
... tfl fnn ,,..
fence on their property. He left his
Erasmus hall high school to perfect tUUUIlfcOL Ullltfi
FARMER
Thn ,fln,
F.
W.
IUUL
Ul
BillU tion shall be immediately
made and
UllllKtt, ..
home Thursday morning and was last
.
EASLEY & EASLEY,
... He Rtrnnnlen iiih
No.
Homestead
pacity, and eighty cakes of ice weigh- the invention.
Z
7 7
republic or Mexico shall receive year sent by the secretary of state of Newseen alive that afternoon.
aw.
It is ing 300 pounds
Attorneys-a- t
each can hi manufac- collie on his roller skates, gave the ly from the said dam 60,000 acre feet Mexico to the president of the United
2879, Brother
Practice in the Courts and before
thought he had been dead about 24 tured at one time. Each of these dog a slap on the back, and then skat- of water; and
Amerihood
of
to
senand
the
the
of
States,
president
hours when found. He was middiis cakes of ice are 11
Land Department.
can Yoemen.
by 22 by 40 inches ed away with the dog between his legs
Whereas, it is appropriate that the ate of the United States and the
Land grants and titles examined.
aged, married and had several chil- in size. The water used in making ice as fast as the collie could run.
Meets first FriUnited States should formally signify speaker of the house of representa,
Santa
Girls in the aristocratic section to the
dren, the youngest about 15 months is pumped from a we'll, after which it
Fe, N. M., branch Office,
ot
the
day
republic of Mexico that the pro- tives of the United States, and to Senold. His wife is now very ill.
new
with
took
idea.
the
At
N.
the!
M.
up
month
of
at
various
goes through the
the
processes!
ject is Hearing completion and that ators Albert. B. Fall, Thomas B.
It is said that the man had been being distilled, reboiled, then
Firemen's Hall.
Ulterad present time Miss Beatrice Bels, of! the I'nited States would welcome the Catron, C. A. Culberson and Morris
M. J. McGUINNESS
H. Foreman, It. L. Daca,
East Eighteenth street, is one of! participation of the
acting strangely for some time hefcre and cooled to a temperature of 32 de- republic of Mexico Shepherd and Congressmen Harvey
his death. Endee Enterprise.
Attorney-at-Law- .
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
grees before being placed in the tanks the most skillful "drivers" on roller in ("hp rplphrntinn GA aa ' nfnrpcuift tn B. Fergusson, George Curry and W. R.
Room
,
, Vnn r
The other girls are getting hlJ
Second
.
12,
.,.
in which it is to be frozen, which lat- skates.
Floor, Capital City
u,. ,I,U 111 ,ul J ItSU, CADO, UUU
Smith, and to the 'director of the reclabanta Fe Lodge
MORE CANTALOUPES.
Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
ter process takes approximately (10 their dogs trained for a race.
AVhereas, it is fitting that the gov- - mation service of the United States.
No. 2, Knights
of
After school hours is the most popu3. L.
"
Slattery, representing John hours. Silver City Independent.
DR. W. HUME BROWN.
lar time for this new sport. The
HAD CLOSE CALL.
Pythias meets
Nix & Company, of Chicago and New
Dentist.
every Monday
Work for the New Mexican, It is
Mrs. Henry Stone is the victim of a pavements are dotted with 1he
York, arrived Thursday and is assistCREAM
ARE
evening at 8 o'clock
roller skates.
Ovr Spitz Jewelry Store
ing John J. Weiman to increase the serious and what might have been a
working for you, for Santa Fe and
In
Odd
Fellows
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
DANGEROUS THINGS the new state.
acreage which will be put into canta-- j fatal accident Monday afternoon and!
Hall.
Phone Red 6.
From 29 to 42 was the range of
loupes In 1913. The planting should be is lying in a very critical condition!
New Mexican Want Ads always
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 6 p. m,
All
done April 15th to 20th and the crop at the Southwestern hotel in Roy as a1 temperature yesterday and the hu-- ;
U
Hamilton, Ohio, March
results. Try it.
are
most
bring
And
Knights
by Appointment.
cent.
a
was
was
It
50
matures July 20, shipping until
per
midlty
from physicians show that over :i0P
cordially invited.
tember 1st.
She and her daughter, Miss Van clear, warm day with increasing cloud-- ; people in Hamilton are now Buffrin,'
A. RINKGARDT, K. of R. and S.
Good growers here last year netted Home, accompanied
Mr. Stone and iness at night with a trace of snow. Ajfrom ptomaine
poisoning, erectly
A. P. HILL, C. C.
DIAZ,
$50 per acre profit over all expenses Henry Farr to the Whiteman ranch in light moist snow began to fall at 6:38 traceable to their eating erf am pies,
and they say that cantaloupes are the Red River canyon and on the return o'clock this morning and kept up, with ' al!d while there have been no fatal- Office 202 Water St., Hours, I to J P. M
quickest profitable crop for this dis-- trip as they were coming up the steep- - increasing cloudiness.
ities, the condition has become sc
Office, 220 W
alarming that Health Officer Lr A. L
Phone8 JfRefider.ce.9J
Smedley today ordered the firm maK
ing the pies to cut out cream pies un- Remarkable Effects of a Rem
Work. PortableCoils to be
til the result of the analysis to deteri
edy That Actually Irrimine the nature of the poisonous ma'e-ria- l
used
at patient's home.
gates the Entire
is discovered.
Blood
Supply.
This afternoon a sample of the pies,
and also portions of all the ingredients
M.
C. C.
that go to make them, was taken U
PHYSICAN
and
StRGEON,
Chemist Simonson, in Cincinnati, to
&
be analyzed.
Rooms 9 Laughlin Bldg. Calls
Health Officer I)r Smedley suspects
promply attended day or night.
that the milk used in the pies was forTIME TABLE
tified with a preservative that worked
2 to i p. m
7 to 8 p. m
9 to II a. m
all right for the milk, but may have
Effective January 1st, 1913.
formed a chemical affinity entirely at
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to convariance with the human digestive
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
nect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Tt sounds queer fo take a Wood bath
Department of the Interior, U. S.
but that is precisely the effect of a most
Land Offlee at Santa Fe, X. M.. March
12:10
Fe
Santa
arrive
p.
Returning,
TWO
S.
S.
HOURS
DANCED
as
S.
known
It
remarkable remedy
we
own
1, 1913.
m.
has the peculiar action of soaking
Notice is hereby given that ElizaAND
DEAD through
the intestines directly Into the
No. 3 carries passengers to Albublood. In Ave minutes its influence Is at
beth V. Probert, widow of William H.
work In every artery, vein and tiny capilquerque, locally, and to Pacific
Probert, Jr., of Jemez Springs, N. Sl
Coast points.
Pittsburgh, Pa.. March 7. Guests of lary. Every membrane, every organ of
who, on January 12, 1911, made HomeWave
of coffee
Mrs. Edward Brady, of Homestead, af- the body, every emunctory becomes in
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to conto strain the blood of imstead Kntry No. 01 17 7 y, for Sti M
ter dancing two hours last night, dis- effect a filter
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
purities. The stimulating properties of
XK
X El-W
XE
NE
covered that their hostess, lying on a S.
8. S. compel the skin, liver, bowels,
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
NE1-4- ,
W
SE
SE
W
XE
i
couch and supposedly watching the kidneys, bladder to all work to the one
"Cut-off"
with
1 4 XE
Albuquerque
E
end of casting out every irritating, every
XE
SW
E
others, was dead.
train for Clovis and Pecos Valatom of poison; It dislodges
VV
XE
S
XE
SE
SE
Friends of Mr. and Mrs Brady filled by
Irrigation all accumulations in the
ley points.
Sec.
W
SE
SE
SE
their home at a party, and the door Joints,
dissolves acid accretions, renders
S
between the living room and parlor them neutral and scatters those peculiar
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p. '21 T. 20 X., II. 2 E., and S
formations in the nerve centers that
m.
SW
vas thrown open for dancing. After cause
XE
SW
SW
XE
such mystifying and often baffling
XE
"the Tango," Mrs. Brady complained
NE
SW
XV
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to con- 'SE
pains.
NW
XW
.NE
tf fatigue and lay down on a couch in rheumatic
SW
And best of all, this remarkable
nect with No. 7 westbound caris welcome to the weakest stomach,
the parlor.
she fell
NW
S
SW
SW
SE
Apparently,
A
rying El Paso sleeper, also No.
by
because it is a pure vegetable infusion,
NE
NE
asleep, despite the merrymaking.
SW
SE
W
4
eastbound.
blood just as
into
your
is
taken
naturally
in 1912. More
1913.
Two hours later her husband, drawSec. 19, T. 2(1 X.. R. 3 E., N. M. P.
pure air is inhaled naturally into your
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
ing aside a curttain that had shadow- lungs.
Mtridian, has filed notice of intention
m.
- This
mild
ed her face, noted a deathly pallor
The great Swift Laboratory has spent
guarto make five year proof, to establish
and called a physician, who said Mrs. millions of dollars in perfecting, productrouble-makin- g
Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to conclaim to the land above described, be- in the hands of the pub-liand
placing
ing
Brady evidently had lied from heart
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
fore 1". S. Commissioner, R. II. Whit- this wonderful remedy. So give your
In coffee.
failure almost immeudiately after ly blood a good bath with S. S. S., for it
No. 9 westbound.
at Albuquerque, X. M., on April
ins,
knocks the worst forms of rheumatism
ing down.
14, 1913.
every time.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30
E.
Claimant names as witnesses:
You can get it at any drug store at
a. m.
It will not pay you to waatt your (l.On
a bottle. It is a standard remedy,
M. Fenton and W. H. Rogers, Jemez
time writing out your legal form recognized
as the greatest
Springs, X. M.; Winfred Bletcher
Call
If yours
when you can get them already print- blood specific ever discovered.
and W. Garrett, Senorito, N. M.
Is a peculiar rase and you desire expert
ed at the New Mexican Printing
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ndvire, write to The Swift Specific Co.,
127 Swift Bldg., Atlanta, Go.
Register.
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tion that such an impression was er- rontons. It was declared that the
heads of the departments might make
recommendations of their own accord
but at best they would act as buffers
for the president, bringing before him
a final set of names for each purlieu--
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cept fair in southwest portion.
nients created more than usual inter-- ,
S X
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(X X S S
est in the senate yesterday afternoon.
Senator Page Introduced a resolution
abstracts
Billard will make your
to submit to the people a change in
right.
the constitution for the election of
Garment designing Is an art based state senators for terms of only two
on geometry.
Tailoring is a trade years. They are now elected for four
Li.s( n on anatomy. W. H. Goebel Co. years.
Senator Hartt introduced an- Johnston's candy at Hook's Pharmac- other to limit county officers to terms
of two years each. Senator Abeytia
yThat Supper What do you know introduced a resolution calling upon
about that Box Supper Friday even- congress to restore all possible lands
ing. Come and see. Ladies' Aid So- in forest reserves to settlement.
There was a lengthy discussion ovciety.
measLadies Attention I have just re- er senate bill 151 which is the
ceived a fine line of spring styles for ure providing for the handling of
commissioner
suits, jackets, skirts and long coats. state lands by the land
Come and inspect them. Prices reas- and which would virtually place in his
101 Wash hands, the work of the bureau of imonable. Julius Muralter,
Senator Barth and the
migration.
ington Ave.
the meas- There will be a special meeting of minority Democrats opposed
it was tak
Montezuma Lodge No. 1, A. F. & A. ure on the grounds that
from the governor
M.. this evening in Masonic Hall at ing power away
the work of the bureau.
which meeting the E. A. and F. C. de- and usurping
Senator Laughren thought that the
grees will be conferred. All visiting
of $15,000 for advertis Master Masons are cordially invited to appropriation
was not sufficient and
ing
purposes
attend the meeting.
could well afford to exstate
the
that
to
A Great Vitagraph at the Klks
He held that as the
$25,000.
pend
night, "Wings of the Moth." See it. land commissioner's office was in
Santa Fe people are commenting !:i
close touch with land affairs and thor- complimentary terms upon the
it was the logical
men's furnishing store just, opened in oughly organized,
of the state's
this city by C. W. McClintoek. The place for the advertising
resources.
lin
windows fortell the metropolitan
There was also a lengthy debate
that is now presented to our peopb
in strictly
stylish suitings over the adoption of a report on the
and furnishing goods.
His windo'.M: bill to give juries the right to say
and his stock are well worth seeing.
whether or not capital punishment
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent. should be inflicted for capital offenses.
The finest rooms in the city, having A minority report unfavorable to the
electric licht. steam heat ant haths. bill was signed by Senators Holt,
The European Hotel, centrally lo- Crampton and Miera. Mr. Page chain- cated.
State Progressive Headquar- ploned the bill. The minority report
was adopted by a vote of IS to 10.
ters in the hotel.
Ayes Bowman,
Montezuma Lodge A. F. & A. M. The vote stood:
will hold a special meeting tonight at
Clark, Crampton, Doepp, Hartt,
Masonic hall, at 8 o'clock.
Hinkle, Holt, llt'eld, Laughren, Miera,
Triads, Extraordinary and Quintette Navarro, Romero and Sulzer. Nays
Evans,
Innovation Sweets, Swiss Abeytia,
Alldredge, Barth.
chocolates.
Style .Milk Chocolates Caramels, all Gallegos, McCoy, Mabry, Page, PanJohnston's, to be found at Zoolc's key and Walton.
The chief feature was the appar- Pharmacy.
Anderson Brothers Parcel Delivery ent agreement of Mr. Holt, the floor
Packages and messages delivered to leader of the senate and of Mr. Page
any part of the city, 10 cents. Boy of McICinlev county not. to agree.
any second, and minute in the day These two members of the senate
Our motto: "Prompt service and safe have split on several important measOflice 214 Palace Ave. ures recently and Mr. Page has foldeliver',"
Phone 203 J.
lowed out his plan as outlined in a
See "The Gunflghter's Son," at ti c speech in the senate some days ago,
Flks tonight. It's good.
of voting as he saw fit without reSee Billard of the Santa Fe Title gard to party or political line ups.
Abstract Co. for abs'.ract work,
a
The senate yesterday passed
Zook's Pharmacy will continue to strong
act after con handle Johnston's chocolates.
siderable discussion.
Reserved seats for "Roney's Boys"
These bills passed the senate:
concert may be obtained at Fischer's
Senate bill 115, prohibiting gambdrug store on and afler Saturday, ling.
March S. Keservatons should be made
Senate bill 190, relating to the meth
at once, as the great demand for tick od of drawing jury venires.
fts indicates a large attendance.
Senate bill 191, authorizing the
treasurer to pay interest on the
New Mexican Want Ads always bonded debt.
Senate bill 151, the public lands and
bring results. Try it.
publicity bill.
Senate bill 72, providing that sheep
may be dipped in any solution recommended by the bureau of animal
'
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OFFICIAL NEWS.

republic",
other
here is not likely to be any relinquish
inenl of the responsibility for the ad
Ministration of law and order in Cuia
i.nder the terms of the special treaty
between the two countries.
lo the

I

This was a quiet day at the capilol
as far as ollicial business was concerned.
State Engineer French is still in
WILSON WILL APPOINT;
and
Superintendent
Washington
CABINET WILL "SIFT"
White of thp department of public in
7.
D. C, March
Hoth
Washington,
struction is in Philadelphia.
are expected home In the near future. Though oflice seekers have been re-- '
quested by President Wilson to address themselves to the heads of the
SIGNS AMNESTY BILL.
Havana, March 7. President Jose various departments, the members of
Miguel Gomez today signed the am- the cabinet will act merely as sifters
nesty bill in spite of the energetic of the mass of applicants and their
protest handed to the Cuban govern- decisions will not be final. This was
ment' yesterday by United States .Mi- made clear at the White House today.
Published statements that the an-- i
nister Arthur M. Beaupre.
The protest which American Minis nouncements of the administration's
ter iieaupre made to President Cotnez policy about, office seekers might re-- '
nuninst the signature of the general suit in a situation whereby the attor- t
ney general, for instance, made ap-- j
iunnesly bill was directed by the p
administration and is taken a.s an pointnients of federal judges before
'indication that whatever the policy whom the government's cases might
of President Wilson will be in regard be tried, brought forth the explana- vs-en-
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YOUR SPRING CLOTHES
Tailored to Order.
You can make your choice of any one of 500 patterns
and of several new spring styles. Every little detail, your
collar, your lapel,
drape of your shoulders, even the
buttons, will be exactly as you want them; in a word,
into your
you can put your own taste and individuality

m

i
"A'

te

sprinj outfit if you have it tailored to order.

LET US TELL YOU MORE ABOUT THIS MASTER
TAILOR SERVICE AND OUR TIME FILE SYSTEM.
Have your cloth and pattern reserved for you and get
your suit when yo.i are ready for it.

m
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SUITS $20 AND UP
S-

KHi

C. W. McCLINTOCK

CATBOIT BLOCK.
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industry.
The senate deferred the mounted
police bill and recommitted the following:
House bill 206, providing for the
encouragement of the agricultural,
horticultural and live stock industries
of the state through prizes at county
fairs.
House substitute for house bill 118,
relating to bounties on wild animals.
House bill 108, relating to prisoners
in county jails, was tabled.
These new bills were introduced:
Senate bill 197, by Mr. McCoy, resummer
und
lating to institutes
schoosl.
Senate bill 19S, by Mr. Evans, pro-hibiting nepotism.
Senate bill 199, by Mr. Doepp, relating to the contracting of debts by
school districts.
Senate bill 200, by Mr. Walton, repealing sections 15 to 21 of chapter 72
assemof the acts of the thirty-thirbly.
A message from the governor was
received and read. It related to taxation. A further message announced
the signature of house bills 56 and
05, relating to the Camino Real.
.

d

TARIFF ALONE
SAYS WILSON
C, March 7. PresiWashington,
dent Wilson's present purpose, it was
learned today is to accept the proposal of the house leaders and recommend that the tariff alone be acted
upon at the extra session of congress.
FOR PUBLICITY.
Washington, D. C, March 7. When
the cabinet meeting broke up today,
President Wilson let it be known
through Secretary Daniels of the navy
that he proposed as far as possible to
pursue a policy of publicity regarding
what takes place around the cabinet
table. Today's meeting, it was said,
took up the work of organization
where yesterday's left off. It is the
plan to make public in a formal way
at the end of'each Bession hereafter
what has been disposed of.
THE TARIFF.
The president looks favorably on
the idea of having the house pass a net
ut them
and
of tariff measures
squarely before the senate bill by bill,
so that the attention of the whole
country may bff focused on the upper
house of congress, and enable public
opinion to locate the responsibility for
the success or failure of the measures.. '"Mr. Wilson'B present intention,
as
has told callers, Is to recom- D.

o

NCE books either overcrowded limited shelf space r empty shelves
a
t
r
yawneai ana wauea sor cocks, wnen one ccoxcase overno wea, a new
one was purchased, and its gaping shelves ware gradually filled. That was
before the Globe Wernicke period in bookcases. Nor books and their
t shelves come together. The bookcase grows apace with the library. This is
the modern way' of buildin-- a library. This h the
idea..
.

Globe-Wernic-
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New Mexican Printing Co., Agents.
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HEADQUARTERS
HIGH-GRAD-

CLOCKS
Time Pieces That Are
Reliable !

.OCCASIONALLY.

CYCLONE LAWN FENCE.

This
Style

e

$36,000.

HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED

WE KEEP IT IN STOCK.

Provided, that the su- -i of $l.ni 1.17,
authorized and directed to be refunded
lo the county of Chaves by provisions
of Chapter 02 of the acts of the 37th
legislative assembly of New Mexico,
approved March 21, 1907, when same
shall become available shall be re
tained by the state and applied for the
purpose of partially reimbursing the
state for the foregoing appropriation.
INSPECTOR OF MINES.
Salary of inspector of mines $2,000.
This item shall be in lieu of salary
authorized by any act of the legisla- ture.
For printing, traveling and miscel-statlaneous expenses $2,000.
STATE ENGINEER.
Salary of state engineer $3,000.
Salary of clerk $1,200.
Salary of stenographer $900.
For printing, traveling and miscellaneous expenses $2,500.
CLERK OF SUPREME COURT.
Salary of clerk of supreme court
JUDGES OF SUPREME COURT.
Salary of three justices of the supreme court $18,000.
Salary of stenographer $900.
Salary of bailiff $900.
For printing and miscellaneous expenses $1,000.
DISTRICT JUDGES.
For salary of eight district judges

II

FENCE YOUR YARD WITH

M.,

$3,600.
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FE HARDWARE

tive to the bonds of municipal

&

SUPPLY

CO.

and

county officers.
H. B. No. 212, by Mr. Toombs, set- -

ting aside portions of certain school
sections now used for cemeteries.
H. B. No. 213 by Mr. Toombs, au-

thorizing the land commissioner to
quit claim certain lands to the U. S.
government where mistakes, etc.,
have been made In entering same.
MORE

BILLS BECOME

LAW BY APPROVAL.
The governor has signed the following additional bills which now become law;
H. Sub for S. B. No. 46 and H. B.
No. 37, relative to justices of the
peace.
H. B. No. 44 Validating acknowledgement of deeds.
H. B. No. 110 Prohibiting minors
from entering pool rooms.
S. B. No. 91 Prescribing the manner of selecting jury venires.
S. B. No. 190 For the improvement
of the ltio Grande.
S. B. No. 60 For the expenses of
the state mine inspector.

Provided, the district judges shall
be reimbursed for their actual and
necessary traveling expenses, hotel
bills, and other necessary expenses
incurred when absent from their district headquarters upon official business, such expenses to be paid out of
the court fund of the county for
which such business is transacted, upNew Mexican Want Ads
on itemized expense accounts' filed
witli the clerk of the court for such bring results. Try it.
comity.
STATE LIBRARY.
Salary of state librarian $900.
For purchase of books $1,500.
INDUSTRIAL DIRECTOR.
Salary of industrial director $1,000.
CORPORATION COMMISSION.
LARCEST
Salary of three corporation com- FINEST QUALITY
missioners $9,000.
Salary of chief clerk $2,000.
Salary of rate clerk $2,400.
Salary of insurance department

always

Spring
j Shoes
and
! Oxfords
We are showing these
dayseveiy Style that is
Correct and Everything

Shoe Polishes

clerk
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AND
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FOR

WATCHES

from page one).
N.

THE
JEWELER

SQDIT7
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Battery A' at Koswell,

l

THE CLARENDON GARDEN

mend in his special message that the
tariff be the chief work of the session
and he expects to call attention briefly
to the need of currency legislation.
Upon the tariff alone, however, has
the Democratic
party made up its
mind exactly what should be done,
the president believes, and while there
is a unanimity of purpose
among
those pushing currency reform, there
has been no uniformity of measures
proposed.
The president feels, it is said, the
t the
necessity for currency reform
earliest possible moment and hopes
that when the work of the extra session is well under way and the first of
the tariff bills have passed the senate
they may take up with members of the
house the currency question, working
out carefully with them a bill that
would be looked upon as a general expression of the country's desire with
respect to monetary revision.
Mr. Wilson's purpose would be, it is
declared, to have the currency bill
thoroughly tested by public opinion!
and made ready for enactment at the
December session. The only obstacle
to such a course, Mr. Wilson has been
told by some house leaders, Is that
currency discussion would detract the
attention of the country from the
progress of the tariff measure in the
senate.
If Mr. Wilson should become convinced that such a contingency waB
in sight, it is believed he would postpone any undue activities on currency questions. He will be guided, however, entirely by the exigencies of the
situation, and upon good authority it
was learned that the president, will
keep his ear very close to the halls ot
congress, framing his policy day by
day to meet developments in the
ate.

(Continued
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OF ALL KINDS ALL THE TIME AT

TENTABILL
APPROPRIATION
TIVELY DRAWN IN SENATE
COMMITTEE.

g

Pure Wool Fabrics and Fit Guaranteed.

MEN'S
FURNISHINGS

I

A

w
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Sat.Marcti 8th!

YEAR TERM ONLY

.

LOCAL ITEMS.
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PAGE WANTS TWO
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that is

Good in WOMEN'S
LOW SHOES FOR SPRING.

VARIETY

IT IS A
LUXURY
to wear such well made,
handsome, stylish shoes
as we are now selling.

$1,800.

Salary of corporation olerk $1,200.
Salary of record clerk $1,200.
of official stenographer
Salary

OXFORDS, TIES
AND PUMPS

$1,200.

Salary of stenographer $900.
Salary of stenographer $900.
For such other and additional ex
penses as may be necessary, includ
"WIT EDGE" the only Indies' shoe dressing Hint
ing expert accountants, engineers and positively
contain.! oil. Blac ks and Politics luiiics'
is und children's limits end shoes, shines without
draftsmen, which the commission
Mc. "FRENCH GLOSS," inc.
ftnd polishing
hereby authorized to employ, and at
combination for cUaning
"bANDY
.
"TAR"Bize, Hie,
such compensation as in its discretion all kiiulsof russet or tan shoes,)!.-form
with
WHITE"
snoncexwlck-l(in liquid
"QUICK
is proper; traveling expenses of the
cleans and tvMlensdirty canvas shoes. Inc. & c
"A1BO" CLEANS and WHITENS canvas shoes. In
members of the commission,- - etc.
round white cukes puckedin
boxes, vf:h
HOUSE PASSES ACT
sponge, inc. In handsome, lure aluminum boxes.
sponge, 25c.
FOR BIGGER CAPITOL. Willi
"ELITE" combination for gentlemen who t.tke
The house this morning passed H. pride i n having their shoes look A 1. KestoreB color
lustre to nil black shoes. Polish uithabrusb
B. No. 58 by the speaker
providing and
or cloth, VS cents. "BABY ELITE" sizo, lo cents.
ns
for an addition to the state capitol at
your ileeler does not kvp the kind you want,
In stump fnr full cize package, eliartfca paid.
the
a cost of not to exceed $150,000 and
WHITTEMORE
BROS. A CO.,
20-2Albany Street, Cambridge, Masav
naming a commission to have charge
t77 Oldrst arf .tirzrsi Manufacturers of
of the work.
Shot Polishes in tin World.
These bills also passed the house:
H. B. No. 101 by Mr. Llewellyn-Empowe- ring
the land commissioner
to employ assistance in defending
MRS. R. V. WINCHESTER,
suits by the U. S. government.
H. B. No. 189, by Mr. Blanchard,
TEACHER OF SINGING,
which would permit any person of
to
firearms
by
character
carry
good
Studio, 119 Don Gaspar Avenue,
(MRS, SUMMKKS)
permit from the probate judge and
the payment of a fee of $1.00.
THURSDAYS
WEDNESDAYS,
rela-'
H. B. No. 201 by Mr. Hilton,

with the smart, low

.
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heels with the new receding and high toe
effect. Leathers of Pat.
e
Kid, Dull Calf, New
in Brown and Black.
Su-ed-

y

PRICES RANGE

si'nc-ti- n

$2.50, $3.00,
$3.50, $4.00.

1

We've all sizes and widths,
with the new combination
last, and our expert ser-- vice in fitting is at
'
your command.
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PFLUEGER'S
THE SHOE EXPERTS

